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Dogs attack again in North Saanich
North Saanich’s dog problem 
continued to rear its head this 
week with report of a second dog 
attack in less than two weeks — 
this time on a pair of caged 
rabbits.
One rabbit was killed and the 
other escaped after two dogs 
knocked over the cage trying to 
get at the animals. The incident 
occurred early June 16 on Kelly
Leech’s 10-acre farm at 1341 
John Road.
On June 4 dogs killed two 
.sheep on Dave Duncan’s Downey 
Road property.
“I’m just glad it wasn’t the 
sheep,’’ Leech told The Review 
Thursday. She said the family 
keeps sheep, geese, ducks and 
pigs, and the rabbits were her
young son’s pets.
Leech was awakened about 3 
a.m. by very loud barking and 
looked out the window to see two 
large dogs at the rabbit cage. The 
dogs — a large black one and an 
Alsatian cross — eventually 
rolled the cage over and over 
until the bottom finally broke 
and the rabbits came out.
Bv this lime Leech found her
slippers and dressing gown and 
was headed outside, but too late. 
The dogs had killed the one 
rabbit while the other rabbit ran 
into the bush.
Leech called the police, but by 
the lime they arrived the dogs had 
taken off. She called it “sheer 
luck’’ the dogs didn’t spot the 
sheep and take after them.
“If I’d had a gun I would have 
killed them (the dog.s),’’ she said.
The incident comes just three 
weeks after North >Saanich 
council rescinded a decision 
which would have permitted 
residents to kill a dog “where a 
person finds a dog running at 
large and attacking or viciously 
pursuing a person or a domestic 
animal.’’
Another section provides for 
compenslion to sheep owners for 
animals killed, but there is no 
fund for that purpose in North 
Saanich.
Meanwhile, Mayor Eric 
Sherwood told council June 15 
the owner of the dogs responsible 
for killing Duncan’s two sheep 




Central Saanich firefighter douses charred Tsawout Indian longhous§^ Ron Norman Photo
By RON NORMAN;
[Staff Writer]
A strike between Saanich 
school district and its 200 non­
teaching employees was averted 
Saturday when employees voted 
to accept a two-year contract.
The agreement is retroactive to 
Jan, 1 and calls for an estimated 
28-30 per cent across-the-board 
increase over two years.
School board chairman Gerry 
Kristianson said the employees — 
all members of Canadian Union 
of Public Employees local 441 — 
will receive $1.20 an hour in­
crease effective Jan. 1, 1981 and 
another 20 cents an hour Sept. 1, 
1981.
Additional unspecified in­
creases will go to categories
where the school district felt it 
would have trouble attracting 
people at the current rate, 
Kristianson added.
In the second year employees 
will get $1.10 an hour pay boost 
starting Jan. 1, 1982, or the 
Canadian consumer price index 
— whichever is higher — plus 
another 10 cents an hour Sept. 1, 
1982.
Kristianson estimated the first 
year wage hike will total more 
than 16 per cent, with the second 
year increase close to 11 or 12 per 
cent.
But dc.spile their acceptance, 
local CUPE employees are 
unhappy with the settlement.
“Our members have accepted
the final offer given to us by the 
board but with bitter disap­
pointment because we are still 
.among the lowest paid CUPE 
workers in the province,’’ local 
441 president George Johnson 
said in a press release Monday.
Johnson added, “One of our 
trustees was quoted in the paper 
as saying that the mainland 
workers had to go on strike for 
three months to get a rich set­
tlement. It would appear that he 
expected us to do the same in 
order to get what we consider to 
be a fair wage.
“Wc felt that striking is a most 
.serious course of action which 
should only be followed after all 
other efforts have been 
exhausted.’’
CUPE had been seeking a 28 
per cent increase in the first year 
plus $1.25 an hour or the CPI in 
the second year.
Kristianson said the 
agreement, which was hammered 
out at a June 17 meeting, will go 
to the board for approval at its 
June 29 meeting.
“I feel fairly confident it will 
be no problem,’’ he said, “It’s a 
good agreement,’’ he added and 
well within the board’s mandate.
Kristianson said he is delighted 
the district and union could reach 
agreement without a strike and 
called the employees responsible. 
He agreed the minimum wage 
levels in Saanich school district 
are somewhat below tho.sc in 
surrounding areas.
Fire early Tuesday morning 
completely destroyed the 
Tsawout (East Saanich) Indian 
Band longhouse on Mount 
Newton Cross Road.
No one was reported injured in 
the blaze, but authorities estimate 
the loss between $150,000 and 
$170,000.
“It very likely could be 
higher,’’ added Central Saanich 
firefighter Peter Cellarius, 
“because the structure was all 
cedar, which will be expensive to 
replace’’. The building, com­
pleted about 1974-75 , was -not 
insured.
Cellarius said Central Saanich 
volunteer firemen received the 
call about 7:10:a:m., buL by^the, 
time they arrived the fire was well 
.\;mnderway;':;;j;;7':;;'"::'v;'i';:-;''''':;';::/', ?'
One fireman who arrived 
about 7:25 a.m/ said, “It was 
pretty well engulfed in flames 
when 1 got here.’’
Cellarius said the fire started in 
the southwest corner of the 
longhouse and quickly spread to 
the main hall. He said the cedar 
burned very quickly.
Firemen could not stop the 
blaze and all that was left shortly 
after was the charred cedar log 
frame. Cause of the fire is 
unknown at this time, Cellarius 
said.
Meanwhile, band manager Vic 
Underwood said the band 
“would like to replace’’ the 
longhouse. He said the building is 
used for traditional dancing from 
November through April.
The longhouse is the second 
Indian longhouse on the 
peninsula to burn down in the 
last six months. The Tsartlip 
Band longhouse hear Brentwood 




The one-way couplet traffic 
system proposed for Beacon and 
IJevan Avenues dominated 
Sidney council correspondence 
Monday.
Five of six letters to council 
were on tlie issue -- all opposed, 
And all five were from Beacon 
Avenue merchanis.
David Jones, of Dave’s 
Appliance Centre, 2449-11 
Beacon, accused council of
“slipping’’ in its representation 
of local residents.
“The citizens of Sidney want 
no such thing as a one-way 
Beacon Avenue,’’ suggested 
Jones. He advised council to 
consider “more important 
matters’’ such as the breakwater, 
rising property taxes and speeders 
on Beacon.
Meanwhile, J.M, Jones of The 
Cat’s \Vhisker.s, 2403 Beacon,
said the proposed traffic plan 
serves no useful purpose, burdens 
the taxpayer, won’t tilleviate the 
parking problem, and was 
decided without public input, 
Jones also suggested there arc 
other priorities such as multi­
level parkades off the main 
^ street. ■■
But Aid. I'loward Norquay 
asked who will pay for those 
parkades -- Beacon merchant,s or
Youth drove at 180km/h
A June 6 high-speed car chase 
ended In a 28-dny jail term for a 
19-year-old Sidney youth Friday. 
Mark Mnzlchurst, 224! Brad­
ford, pleaded guilty in Victoria 
provincial court to dangerous 
driving and driving while his 
licence was .suspended.
Crown counsel Don Lmtghion 
told Judge William Ontlcr the 
Incident started about 11:4() p.m. 
June 6 when police operating 
radar at Fort and Linden sirotted
two cars racing at 86 km/h in a 50 
km/h '/one.
A chase began and one vehicle 
Slopped immediately, 1 atighifui 
said. But the other vehicle sped 
through Fernwood, Yates, Cook, 
Pandora, North Park iind 
Queens Avenue where he was 
finally stopped at a roadblock 
after a five to seven-minute 
cluisc.
Laughton said the police 
vehicle was travelling at 180 
km/h and was falling behind
Hazlchursi, Ha/.lehursl had a 
blood-alcohol level of .09.
He liad previnns convictions 
for impaired driving, refusing a 
brciuludi/ci lesi and uhsuuciing 
a police officer, l aughton said 
Ua/Iehursi wasn’t entitled to 
receive his driver’s licence until 
Oct. 8.
O/tlcr jailed Ha^dcluifst ,fcr 21
days for dangerous driving and 
seven days consecutive for 
driving w hile suspended.
all residents of Sidney? Norquay 
also asked how newcomers will 
find the parkades if they come in 
on Beacon.
Aid. Ross Martin said mcr- 
chanls appear willing to build
More stories on 
traffic pl»ri, pnps 13,
14.
multi-level parkades at any 
expense, but balk when it comes 
lime to improve the traffic fiow.
R. Wikson of Sidney Home 
Hardware, 2411 Beacon, said 
funds spent on the proposed plan 
won’t alleviate the present traffic 
problem.
“1 also feci that it is improper 
of this council to commit an 
tinknown amount of public 
money on a project that is very 
unpopular witli the business 
district and residents of Sidney,” 
Wilson added,
He suggested council install 
walk-and-wait lights at 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th Streets with the lights 
IliLshing green for Beacon
Cundiiiiril on I'njif 3
picnic 
at Tulista
Sidney celebrates Canada 
Week starting Thursday with a 
ceremony outside Sidney town 
hall. Along with a proclamation 
by Mayor Norma Scalcy there'll 
be a declaration of the town’s 
“twinning” with Sydney, Nova 
Scotia, a flag ceremony, and a 
mini concert by the Canadian 
.ScotIislt Pipe Band.
On Sunday iheic's an old- 
fashioned community picnic in 
Tulista, Park starting at 2 p.m. 
Bring your own food coffee, 
tcii and lemonade i.s free, 
Featured; live entcrtainmtmt, 
children’s races, horseshoe 
pitching, lug-o-war and sailing 
and windsurfing,
On June 30 the HMCS Porte 
Dauphine and HBCS Porte de La 
Rcine arrive at Sidney dock, An 
official ceremony of welcome to 
the visiting ships and a flag- 
lowering ceremony takes place at 
6:30 p.m. in front of the 
museum.
Dedication of the MV Iroquois 
artifacts is set for 9:30 a.m. at 
Sidney Museum when Iheatichor 
from the ill-fated ship finds a 
permanent home in the museum. 
Officers of visiting ship,s and the 
Pacific Fleet Diving Unit will be 
present.
“ Another ceremony ---■ this time 
nt 1 p.m, in IrAqiiwir Pnrk w'ill 
dedicate the ship’s propeller, 
again with visiting ship personnel 
and the diving unit taking putt.
accidents,.// 
injiiries
Rain-slicked streets took their 
toll in traffic accidents on the 
peninsula last week as police 
recorded a number of mishaps 
including four resulting in in­
juries. / ,
Linda Stinson, 23, of Victoria 
was taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Thursday after the car 
she was driving was involved in a 
collision with a car driven by 
Peter Denro, 45, 2280 Beacon 
Avenue, at the intersection of Pat 
Bay Highway and McTavish.
Police report a crippled 
pedestrian stepped out from the 
traffic island at the intersection 
to cross the highway on a red 
light while the Stinson and Denro 
vcliiclc.s were approaching.
In other accidents this week;
•A .seven-year-old Sidney boy 
was taken to Saanich'Peninsula 
Hospital June 17 after being 
struck by n car while riding his 
bike. Police say Michael 
Sheppard, 2092 Airedale Avenue, 
rode his bike out of Sanscha Flail 
driveway onto Beacon about 6:4.5 
p.m, and was struck by an 
castbound vehicle driven by 
Arthur Fido, 8540 Bourne 
Terrace. No charges are con­
templated.
•A 64'ycar-olU Ganges women 
was taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Flospilal with injuries following a 
two-car crash just after noon 
June 17 at the Resthaven Drive 
and Henry Street intersection.
Police say Gladys Perrin vzas a 
passenger in a vehicle driven by 
Albert Perrin, 65, also of 
Ganges, when the accident took 
place.
Michael Grover, 17, of Vic­
toria was the other driver in­
volved in the mishap, Grover wa.s 
westbound on Henry and Perrin 
.southbound on Rc-sihavcn ui the 
time,
•More than $3,500 damage 
re-knifed from a two-car cr.inh 
June 15 at the intersection of 
West Saanich Road and Wain
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Brentwood man has 
been sentenced to 12 
years for kidnapping a 
Nanaimo woman and 
her two children while 
on parole for a rape 
conviction.
Carl Hansen 
pleaded guilty June 17 
in Nanaimo to kid­
napping the three 
from a Nanaimo 
shopping centre 
parking lot Dec. 22.
Hansen was 
convicted of raping a 
12-year-old girl in 
October, 1970, but 
found not guilty of 
attempted murder. He 
was sentenced to 12 
years imprisonment 
after the court was 
told the girl was 
thrown off a bridge 





After years of water 
shortage on the 
peninsula the 
situation has changed 
dramatically — to the 
point where a new 
engineering study may 
have to be undertaken 
to determine how to 
municipality.
Defunct wells which 
used to provide the 
highly prized water, 
are gushing and 
spilling over to the 
degree that severe 
drainage problems are 
resulting with farmers 
having to dig 
emergency trenches to 
avoid flooding.
A staff spokesman 
Monday night told 
North Saanich 
committee that in one 
ditch water was 
flowing rapidly at a 
depth of eight inches 
and Aid. Jim
Gumming reported 
another well had a six- 
inch head at its 
mouth.
The problem is 
compounded this year 
by above-average 




Water from the 
wells cannot be 
pumped into the water 





thing decried the need 
to divert water from 
the wells saying that 
such a valuable 
commodity should be 





undertaking a study 
while at the same time 
looking into alter­
native uses for the 
superflous water.
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SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock &‘RoIl & Country 
Music.
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Inn, 2554 BevEui. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
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Aylard sells 
more land
Brackenhurst Farms owner George 
Aylard, 1455 Wain Road, has been given the 
go-ahead to sell another piece of his 550-acre 
dairy farm.
North Saanich council June 15 agreed to a 
single 40-acre subdivision on the farm’s 
south end with a 66-foot wide panhandle 
access to Wain Road.
Alexander and Gleo Matheson, 1346 
Munro Road, have arranged to purchase the 
parcel. The Agricultural Land Gommission 
has approved the sale and the land will 
remain withing the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
The sale is the second since Aylard pur­
chased a 300-acre parcel adjacent to his own 
300-acre farm earlier this year. In February 
he sold a 50-acre lot to another North 
Saanich resident for use as a wholesale 
nursery.
However, Aylard’s bid to subdivide 
another 165 acres into 45 lots was turned 
down last month. Nevertheless, Aylard has 
drawn up another subdivision proposal with 
help from local developer Pet'er Burchett.
That scheme calls for high density 
development with large sections of property 
left in a natural state. Aylard said last week 
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HEAT PUMPS SAVE MONEY
FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let’s face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this.typical
’ J ‘ V'* cost of energy comparisons for a home over the next 10 years.
ELECTRIC ELECTRIC\ ^ 1 ■ 7 SYSTEM: OIL RESISTANCE HEAT PUMP
1981 S 565 S 562 $223
(’■1 1982 S 663 $ 607 $240
1983 $ 760 S 655 $260' > 1984 S 916 $ 708 $280
1985 $1077 $ 765 $303
1986 S1265 $ 826 $327
1987 $1487 S 892 $353
V. 1988 $1747 $ 963 $302y- 1989 $2053 $1040 $412
■ iv'V:'?* 1990 $2412 $1124 $445
ifV'i'if -L.
The above is based on an 8% 
Total heal loss 44,370 BTUH.
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Centre ‘foundering’
The nine-year-old peninsula Community 
Couselling Centre Association is foundering 
and at one point nearly collapsed, president 
Ralph Brinkhurst said Friday.
Brinkhurst told The Review the centre was 
forced to reduce its only professional staff 
member from full-time to part-time and 
drop its secretary.
The problem partly stems from a 
provincial human resources ministry 
decision to reduce the centre’s grant this 
year, Brinkhurst said. That left the centre 
facing a $6,000 deficit — the first in its 
history.
He said the ministry initially rejected the 
centre’s grant application outright, which 
would have meant the end of the centre and 
its office at 9813 -5th Street.
But after an appeal, the ministry approved 
a $14,000 grant for 1981 — a $3,800 decrease 
from last year. The centre had initially asked 
for some $30,000, but voluntarily reduced 
that to $20,000.
In turn, the centre has also been forced to 
restructure its counselling program — part 
of the reason for the grant reduction.
Brinkhurst explained the ministry 
questioned the centre’s expenses, saying it 
was spending more on providing services 
than should be spent.
Brinkhurst agrees with that assessment.
He said the centre has gone through some 
“growing pains’’, including a change of 
office that has resulted in a “languishing” in 
some areas.
But since the ministry’s evaluation, the 
centre has had new input and been 
restructured. We have six active counsellors 
in addition to more than 50 members, 
Brinkhurst said. Many of those members 
have now been called on to handle secretarial 
duties.
Meanwhile, the centre has turned to the 
three peninsula municipal councils for 
assistance. In a letter to councils, Brinkhurst 
notes the centre has never asked for help 
before “because we have been able to 
provide our program with the liecessary 
funds.”
But that just isn’t possible anymore. He 
asked councils to contribute whatever they 
like to the $6,000 deficit.
North Saanich Aid. Dermid Bingham told 
council June 14 the request “doesn’t appeal 
to me at all.” He said an attached outline of 
expenses reveals programs consume only 15 
percent of the total budget.
“Programs .should embrace 50 percent of 
the total money,” he pointed out. But some 
aldermen asked for more information on the 
centre’s activities and requested Brinkhurst 




Avenue traffic and red for cross 
traffic.
“This would require 
pedestrians to cross in a group 
and not one at a time which is the 
present case,” he said.
He also advised against left 
turns at 3rd and 4th streets for 
traffic on Beacon, and to change 
all parking into parallel parking 
the full length of Beacon, thus 
enabling two lanes of traffic to 
travel in either direction.
Finally, he asked for a portion 
of the money to be spent on the 
traffic plan be spent on parking.
But Aid. Ben Ethier said 
council has to think of all Sidney 
residents and “not just the 
business district.” •
Meanwhile, La.vinia Stevens of 
Happy Cooker II, 2389 Beacon, 
said it seems wrong to relegate
Winner of
The Lion’s Club 400




Beacon merchants who have 
invested a great deal of money in 
their businesses to “other than 
the main thoroughfare.”
She added she is particularly 
disturbed that action has been 
taken by council without public 
discussion.
Martin responded that council 
has held two public information 
meetings and pointed out it sets 
aside a public question period 
every council meeting.
Finally, F. Faerber of 
Georgette’s Fabrics, 2459 
Beacon, said the flow of traffic 
on Beacon should be the reverse 
of the proposed plan (eastbound) 
and suggested considerable 
parking both north and south of 
Beacon “is long overdue.”








with host Derek 
James airs at 8 p.m. 
Thursday on Saanich 
Cablevision channel 




dener and secretary 
Diane Griffiths.
The society’s open 
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Whatever the pros and cons of the 
traffic plan debate, one unpleasant fact 
emerges. The town’s traffic plan, which 
seems to be the number one issue in 
Sidney, has produced some bitter feeling 
— and it’s directed at Mayor Norma 
Sealey.
It’s every, citizen’s right to have his 
say, to try to influence events and 
situations to conform, with his own 
views, but hopefully, this will take place 
in the future without personal alter­
cations and scenes at public meetings.
Although most people conducted 
themselves well at the June 16 public 
information meeting Sidney council held 
on the traffic plan, there was a 
disturbance and some incidents of 
rudeness from the floor .
As mayor, Sealey bears the brunt of 
the attack, a situation which is 
somewhat disquieting.
^ , Sidney aldermen have not expressed
contrary views at council meetings on 
the plan and would be expected to fully 
support their mayor in public.
But apart from some remarks by Aid. 
r;; Ross Martin — the only alderman on
• council who consistently speaks up on
^ every issue — and one incident in which
li; ' Aid. Stan Bamford spoke briefly,
\ aldermen remained mute.
Unhappily, this is a performance 
which is repeated at council meetings.
Many residents, we hear, have 
(hscovere-d -— since they’ve taken ad- 
» vantage of television coverage of council
meetings — that almost all debate in 
: council chambers is conducted by the 
^ » mayor and Martin,
5 I Saanich gablevision can be 
congratulated for faithfully recording 
I I these council meetings. It is performing 
I V; a real service to the community as, for 
p »i the first time, the public is able to go 
I j; behind the scenes, to witness the hap-
I I penings in council chambers, to assess 
1the people they voted into office ~
II something hitherto available only to a 
11 handful of people and the press.
I » With November elections just five 
5; I months away, some aldermen might 
^4 reflect on the quality of their past 
performances. These have been duly 
t noted and will be reflected in the ballot 
S' 1:'' box.
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Weathered remains of an old farm wagon yield to growth of underbrush at 
edge of a lush forested area on Saanich Historical Artifact Society property.
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In order for North Saanich to become a 
public library association (as per Salt Spring) 
we would have to:
(a) Withdraw by plebiscite under Sec. 
38(1) of the Library Act,
(b) Petition for the right to form a public 
library association from the provincial 
government.
(c) Start from zero to house, stock and 
circulate books as a public library.
We would not be entitled to any right title 
or interest in the assets, including all books, 
of the regional library district.
Salt Spring Library is open 25 hours a 
%veek (most days 11 to 3) and hardly caters 
for the working public or for children after 
school. Sidney/North Saanich library is 
open 57 hours a week and at times when all 
residents have access.
The 1980 circulation figures are, for 
Saltspring 40,0{j0 and for Sidney/North 
Saanich 178,000; this illustrates the 
tremendous use made of our library com­
pared to Saltspring. /
A good public library service is an in­
creasingly important part of continuing 
education. The importance of having access 
; to oyer. 400,000 volumes (as w on all
subjects; fictional and ribh-llctibhal for t)oth 
educational and recreational use cannot be 
over-stressed.
L beiieye that: it; is difficult todmagihe a 
more .backward step for a municipality to 
take than to thrust a population whichds 
used to a good library service into an under­
financed, locally owned, volunteer-run 
association library.
Surely the quality of life in a municipality 
is held in trust by its council and mayor. 
Reducing the quality by decimating a needed 
public service is insupportable.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
North Saanich
Preposterous
I find it preposterous that North Saanich 
council would even discuss the suggestion of 
two aldermen who would opt out of the 
Vancouver Island Regional Library system.
From the day it opened families have 
enjoyed the services and friendly interest of a 
highly competent staff which has been in­
valuable to .senior citizens and young 
families alike.
This service could never be matched on a
6« YEARS AGO!
From Ui« June 23, 1921, Issue of The 
Review.
Deep Cove and Sidney staged the return 
lacrosse game at Deep Cove Friday when the 
Cove succeeded in turning the tables on 
Sidney boy.s in retaliation for their defeat at 
Sidney on the King’s birthday when Sidney 
topped the score sheet by 5-1. The Cove 
boys on this occasion pulled up nine goals 
while Sidncy’.s best collection amounted to 
three.
The annual bicycle race from Victoria to 
Sidney will highlight Sidney’s Dominion Day 
athletic events. Tommy Pedun, who has won 
the race four different times, will placed on 
.scratch if he decides to start —■ which is 
doubtful •— while others will be handicapped 
according lo their record,
50 YEARS AGO;
From flic June 2.5, 1931, Issue of The 
Review.,
The Saanich Canning Co. is expanding 
again, This time they are building a fireproof 
Storage structure to the west of the cannery 
on Beacon Avenue to accomodate the huge 
crop of loganberries about to come on the 
market.
* * *
volunteer basis. If any criticism could be 
made it is the fact that North Saanich 
contributes more, per capita, than Sidney, 
This retrograde thinking on the part of. 
comparative new boys to council begs the 
question. Who do they represent?
The VIRL system opens a door to the 





Your editorial of June 17 expresses an 
understandable concern that the acquisition 
of bigger premises for the library is being, 
delayed by questions which should have been 
.settled before decisions were taken on the 
functions, size and location of the premises. 
Unfortunately some of these questions were 
not even considered, let alone answered.
For example if the premises are to include 
a meeting hall:
a) How much will this add to first the 
acquisition costs* and second the operating 
costs?'
b) Hovv. often will the hall be used, by 
whom and in what numbers?
c) What accomodation is used by these 
'•pebple^LatLpresent and who will suffer any 
■''loss'pf income?.Li-'. ' 
; by What savings will accrue to the library?
e) : How'much should the 40 per cent of the 
^population living in Aiorth Saanich con­
tribute towards the costs of a facility in 
' Sidney?
As to whether or not North Saanich is 
committed, the resolution to call for tenders 
(opposed by three members of council) w-as 
seen by some as a means of ascertaining the 
costs of building new premises. It seems 
unlikely that any member (with the possible 
exception of Aid. Harold Parrott) would 
argue that no matter what the cost, building 
must proceed.
As to opting out of the Yancouver Island 
Regional Library, again it seems unlikely a 
majority of council would suppon in­
definitely an arrangement whereby North 
Saanich pay twice as much per capita for a 
library in Sidney as does Sidney.
Finally, there is no obvious urgency for a 
few months. The slackening in construction 
may arrest the escalation of building costs, 
The money is earning interest. Surely it is 
wise to take time to remedy all the 
deficiencies in the decision process,
Edgar Farthing 
975TiJam
CYinliniii'd on Page 5
Following a request by the erstwhile chief 
of the local firerighling force, Mr. E.W, 
C.'owell, the Board of Trade has undertaken 
to reorganize The fire brigade, Mr. Cowell 
placed his resignation in the hands of the 
board. Mr. A. Criicliley was then made 
unanimous choice for the position of chief.
'40YEARS AGO:
From ihe Jum; 25, 1941, issue of The 
Review.
The sincere thanks of the committee for 
the 1941 Victory loan Campaign is ex­
pressed to Mitchell and Anderson Lumber 
Co, for the* office in their building and to 
Ideal Exchange, J.J. White, Mara Bales and 
Co,, Victoria and George Yardley for the 
loan of office equipment.
If you joined the army in 1941 you would 
have received $1,30 a day plus board, 
lodging, clothing, medical and dental care, 
as well as up to 75 cents a day if a skilled 
tradesman.
3(1 YEARS AGO:
From the .turn- 27. ' 1951, Esw of The
Review.
Beacon Avenue in the region of the wharf 
has taken on a new Umk in recent weeks. The 
construction of a new immigration office 
attached to the customs building and the
hotel have taken rapid strides ahead. The 
new hotel, in the course of consiruciion on 
the site of the old .Sidney Hotel on the corner 
of First and Beacon is in the process of 
framing.
20 YEARS AGO:
From the June 28, 1%1, Issue of The 
'Review,
Before an audience of more than 250 in 
Sansclta Hall Saturday Rolinda Orchard was 
chosen Miss Sidney by a penal of five judges. 
First princess is Shirley Kerr, while Sharon 
Beswiek is second princess,
ifr * *
Four men, incUtding a Sidney man, 
perished Friday when their Mars flying 
tanker failed to climb after a run over a 
forest fire and plunged into the side of a hill 
near Nanaimo. Sqdn. I.dr, W.G. “Bud" 
Richmond of East Saanich Road was skiptser 
on the Mans.
10 YEARS AGO:
From the June 23. 1971, Issne of The 
Review,.
Claude Butler accompanied by Vancouver 
co-pilot Harold A.ssen, left this week to take 
part in lliC: Ccnitnimtl Aii Race 1‘ioin 
London to Victoria July 1. Weather con­
ditions permitting, the nvaitors are expected 
if’i rnmplHi* their flight fn V'lfUnria Inly "T, 
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7:30 p.m. , Wednesday 
Prayer
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Continued from Page 4
Disquiet
In both Sidney and North Saanich there is 
increasing disquiet concerning the cost of 
building, and the expenses of operating the 
projected new library.
The building itself will cost more than 
$500,000 which will be shared equally 
between the provincial government, Sidney 
and North Saanich, and the annual expenses 
of its management and operation by the 
Vancouver Island Regional Library will 
amount to about $100,000 which, under 
present arrangements based upon property 
assessments, will cost residents of North 
Saanich about twice as much per head (more 
than $12) than residents of Sidney (a little 
more than $6), a totally unjustifiable and 
inequitable apportionment relentlessly in­
sisted upon by the Vancouver Island 
Library Board in the face of repeated 
protests by representatives of the mayor and 
council of North Saanich and section 36(2) 
of Part 5 of the Library Act of 1979.
There are alternatives to the projected 
Sidney/Norlh Saanich’s monstrous costs.
1. Instead of the present provisionally 
agreed-to three-modular building with its 
“meetings” room, a one-story rectangular 
building similar to those evolved for smaller 
communities in the U.S. should seriously be 
considered.
It would be cheaper to build and maintain, 
and, per square metre of floor space, would 
accommodate more book shelves than the 
three-modular building. It would be more 
easily lit and, if and when enlargement of the 
library becomes necessary, it would be 
enlarged more easily and less expensively.
A “meetings” area would easily be made 
available by curtaining off part of the 
library.
2. A second alternative is for Sidney and 
North Saanich to withdraw from the 
Vancouver Island Regional Library 
organization as detailed in Part 2 of the 
Library Act 1979. And subsequently 
establish and run, largely voluntarily, a 
conjoint library similar to that run by 
residents of Salt-Spring branch, which is 
operated entirely by more than 50 voluntary 
workers.
Its management consists of,seven board 
members, and there are five members of the 
book selection committee. Users of the 
library also suggest book purchases and the 
book.grant from the provincial government . 
■'this year'iS'SS,000.i /S .L
! The library also jhas special book loan ^ 
arrangements; with the Universities of 
Victoria and British Columbia, the Victoria 
Public Library and the National Library in 
Ottawa. The annual cost of operating this 
excellent library is less than $3,000, a 
noteworthy difference from the projected 
libraries Operating costs of $ 100,000.
Ultimately, of course, such a library, or 
any other community project, depends upon 
whether our people in Sidney and North 
Saanich are willing to undertake the work 
and trouble involved. Let us think about it.
Aid. D.L.C. Bingham 
North Saanich
Metropolis?
Democracy died in a small town called 
Sidney on the night of June 16 and dic­
tatorial rule took over. Local citizens, 
lighting democratically to save themselves 
and their neighbours from “fait a compli” 
expenditures. For a one-way traffic system 
and overpass made by their so-called 
representatives on coitncil were .sarcastically 
and rudely “shot down” by the mayor.
Sidney is a stnall town which, with correct 
planning, can become a very beautiful one.
I’hc mayor aitd coutrctl warn a metropolis 
with high rises, one-way .streets and all the 
inherent problems of the bricks atid mortar 
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Citizens of Sidney — Do you really want 
this?
Did the mayor and council ever show you 
their overall plan and the cost before im­
plementing it? The developers appear to 
know!
John T. Marsh, 
10255 Resthaven
Local chatter
The chatter about town, as 1 hear it today, 
is tliat there is a lot of dissatisfaction over 
town council’s intention to go ahead with its 
plan to introduce one-way streets in Sidney 
— also the way in which it is going about it.
There have been two public meetings to 
date, one sponsored by the chamber of 
commerce, to ask some questions about the 
proposed routing, costs, the reasons behind 
the changes recommended by the highways 
department, etc.
The second meeting this week, called by 
council, was to answer more satisfactorily 
some of the questions of the first meeting.
At each meeting Mayor Norma Sealey has 
answered questions on behalf of her council 
in such a way that one is left with the im­
pression that no adverse comment is at all 
welcome. In fact, a lot of her replies to 
corrstructive criticism by chamber of 
commerce members and business men, have 
appeared to be personel, patronizing, 
perhaps even offensive.
In other words, the message being given to 
residents of Sidney, is that we are going to 
have to “put up with it”, just because a 
decision has been made within council 
chambers, and “that is that!”
Surely, in a free country, discussion of a 
matter of this importance is invaluable, and 
should be encouraged, not squelched!
I can’t help wondering what council 
members are thinking, what their opinions 
are, as they sit there, for the most part, 
silent, at these meetings. Doubtless, at least 
one of them is aware of the real concern of 
most of the downtown business men, the 
chamber, and many private citizens, and 
would like to contribute something to the 
people they represent.
No wonder the local chatter is unhappy, 
and, in some cases, slightly hostile.
Jim Lang, ■ 
10173 Melissa Street,
; 'Sidney.'
' ^ ^Excellent suggestions M
At the public information meeting held by 
Sidney council to discuss the proposed one­
way street system, many speakers offered 
excellent suggestions for amending the 
present plan. I sincerely hope council will 
give serious consideration to views ex- 
pre.ssed. Summarizing these, they are as 
follows:
•Continue parallel parking from 5th Street 
to the water and retain the two-way street 
sy.stem (takes 1‘/2 lanes to back out from 
angle parking, but only one lane to back out 
from parallel parking, thus traffic should 
continue to flow smoothly down or up the 
inner lanes).
•In.stall .signal lights at strategic cross 
streets, in particular, Resthaven, 3rd and 4th 
Streets.
•Acquire additional parking in close 
proximity to central Beacon Avenue with the 
erection of a parkade. (This could be 
achieved through a co-operative parking 
.scheme, with both businessmen and the town 
.sharing co.sis. Contrary to the mayor’s 
suggestion, no property owner is likely to 
donate land for this purpose any more than a 
property owner donated land at upper 
Beacon Avenue.
•Acquire additional property or trade lots 
recently acquired to extend 7th Street to 
.south side of Beacon Avenue.
Many of us, both businessmen and
residents at large, believe that if council were 
to take these steps, and for the time being, 
these steps only, the present hazardous 
conditions would be eliminated.
It was obvious from attendance at the 
meeting that the town planner is not so 
aware of the problems nor desirous of 
acceptable solutions as are the residents. His 
statement, for example, that parallel parking 
could not be continued down Beacon 
Avenue because of insufficient width just 
doesn’t make sense, for nowhere to my 
knowledge does Beacon narrow in width 
from the highway to 1st Street.
The four steps outlined should be taken in 
unison, for the convenience of shoppers as 
well as for the elimination of the present 
hazardous conditions.
Contrary to what one or two speakers 
suggested, the businessmen of Sidney are not 
against competition through expanding 
services. Any well-informed businessman 
knows that expanding sevices will bring more 
shoppers to Sidney. What they do not agree 
with, however, is the unnecessary disruption 
and inconvenience to the people of Sidney 
through the installation of one-way streets.
As the mayor has suggested, we can’t 
remain a one-horse town forever. I am sure 
we all agree with this, and we have gradually 
evolved from a one-horse town to what we 
are today, with a pleasant, friendly, small­
town atmosphere, growing as need arises but 
not over-extending’.
1 urge council to consider again the above 
proposals which were presented at the 
meeting.




I am sure that during the current con­
troversy in Sidney over the proposed one­
way traffic system, there have been many 
residents with a very real concern over the 
long term future of Sanscha Hall.
I offer for thought, discussion and 
comment the following. May there not be a
[Iniportajit:::
Please .print this 
open letter to the 
i n s pe c t o
municipalities in your 
newspaper.
It is of utmost 
importance to the 
people of Salt Spring 
Island, and should be 
of utmost importance 
to all constituents of 
British Columbia, to 
.see that our judicial 
system be respected, 
and also to ensure the 
people of B.C. that 
our elected and 
bureaucratic officials 
abide by our statutes 
and that all laws be 
complied with, not 
excluding the facts 
that we should be all 
equal under the law.
Yvette Valcouii 




1 wish to take this 
opportunity to thank 
the patrons of the 
various rural routes oi 
Sidney for their 
kindness shown me 
over the past 20 years.
At the end of June I 
will be retiring from 
rural route 2 and 1 
wish all the ijatrons 




way through negotiation, co-operation and 
goodwill to relocate Sanscha at Tulista Park, 
thereby making greater use of the lands? A 
good wind break could be formed at the 
seaward side using a fast growing hedge, and 
a“peoples place” formed in much more 
attractive surroundings that at present.
The site vacated at the entrance to the 
town would allow a much greater flexibility 
in this vital area and indeed some much 
needed parking space could be incorporated. 
Drastic perhaps, however it would seem to 
me that with study there may be advantages 
for all concerned in this type of approach, 
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Kings take top spot
^ Sidney Minor Little 
p League regular season 
" wound up this week 
f with the Kings cap- 
, luring top spot. The 
I Kings, who remained
unbeaten through the 
regular schedule, were 
followed by the Expos 
in second place and 
the Shrimps in third 
spot.
The Royals nailed 
down fourth, with the 




Spitfires inth, Mets 
10th, and Dodgers in 
th cellar.
The closing week 
saw the Expos shade 
the Mets 15-13, while 
the Spitfires dumped 
the Dodgers 14-11. 
The Shrimps took the 
Giants 14-8 and the 
Royals topped the 
Totems 15-12 to finish 
out league play.
Minor leaguers now 
head into a round 
robin playoff series to 
determine the playoff 
chiimpion.
Meanwhile, major 
league playoff action 
kicked off this week 
with a round robin 
series. The Braves 
split their two games, 
beating the Eagles 15- 
2 before dropping a 
17-11 decision to the 
Aces.
The Braves had a 
chance to take the 
Aces, leading 11-4 
heading into the final 
inning — but they just 
couldn’t hold on. The 
Aces rallied for 13 
runs in the top of the 
sixth inning to take 
the 17-11 lead and 
then held the Braves 
scoreless * in the 
bottom of the sixth.
Elsewhere, the 
Steelers surprised 
Pender Island 4-3 
while the Cubs 
outlasted the Lions 
12-11 in a . see-saw 
battle. Playoff action 
continues through this 
''''weelc77
DAN FORD didn’t impress club 
management when he appeared as the 
centrefold star in an issue of Playgirl 
magazine. California Angels have been 
hinting at court action because no per­
mission was given for the use of a club 
uniform and bat in the picture spread . . . 
National Basketball. Association clubs 
almost certainly lost more money last season 
than the collective $13 million reported for 
the 1979/80 season but the madness con­
tinues. As a for-instance one can take the 
Cleveland Cavaliers, Although it is said that 
they owe almost $3.4 million and took in 
only $1.4 million from ticket sales last 
season, they went out and signed free agents 
Scott Wedman and James Edwards for 
$750,000 per and offered Otis Birdsong a 
contract which could have brought him as 
much as a million dollars next season . . . 
signs of class in professional boxing is a 
some-lime thing, and the lack of it showed 
again in the promotion of the championship 
fight between heavyw'eight champion Larry 
Holmes and Leon Spinks. Mrs. Martha 
Louis, .loc’s widow, went to Detroit for the 
fight after being invited to be part of 
ceremonies dedicating .loe Louis Arena. But 
there, was no dedication, and no apology, 
either, just the claim that plans had been 
scrapped “because Mrs. Louis couldn’t be 
found.’’ . . . Stan Musial set a lot of records 
in a great career with St. Louis Cardinals, 
but nothing he did was more amazing than 
his consistency. He batted .331 against 
lefthanders and .331 against righthanders 
and he got 1,815 of his record 3,630 hits at 
home and 1,815 in road games ... the 
record for career hits was tied by Pete Rose 
just before the baseball strike started and 
Philadelphia Phillies had to put the 3,631 
helium-filled balloons they had ready for the 
record breaking hit into storage . . . Rose 
will almost certainly get that hit, but the 
strike may have deprived him of the unique 
record of starting the all-star game at five 
different positions. He has already started as 
left fielder, right fielder, second baseman 
and third baseman and had a good chance to 
top the balloting for first basemen this year 
. . . righthander Nolan Ryan, however, 
managed a record before the strike started 
when he issued his 1,766th base-on-balls. He 
was properly modest, and quick to credit 
umpires. “If it wasn’t for them it wouldn’t 
have been possible,’V Ryan said after 
replacing Early Wynn in the record book.
■ic ir ^ ,




play for Montreal Canadians but he would 
have been with them from the start had they 
heeded the advice of ^aurice Richard, He 
wanted his old club to draft the Laval star 
but Canadiens, picking 10th in 1977, thought 
they had something better in Mark Napier, 
Among others picked ahead of Bossy were 
Jere Gillis (by Vancouver Canucks), Mark 
Crombeen, Scott Campbell, John Anderson 
and Trevor Johansen . . . Bossy, in­
cidentally, is not of French origin although 
born in Montreal. His mother came from 
England and his dad is of Ukrainian descent 
. . . Vancouver Canucks may have opened 
up quite a can of worms with their signing of 
veteran Czech stars Ivan Hlinka and Jlri 
Bubla. As any drafting is a denial of player 
rights, the Canucks would, probably win 
their case if it went to court. That’s not 
likely, but Alan Eagleson has taken ad­
vantage of the situation created by saying he 
may test the NHL junior draft ,. . . it’s 
possible that two former Canucks could 
make Los Angeles Kings a bit tougher next 
season. The Kings, who received goalkeeper 
Gary Bromley to complete the deal which 
sent defenceman Doug Halward to the 
Canucks, will look at defenceman Larry 
Goodenough, who was all of that for 
Saginaw Gears last season and wound up 
being selected to the International League 
all-star team . . . there could be as many as 
six members of the Philadelphia Flyers 
playing for their country in the Canada Cup 
series next fall, but only Bill Barber is likely 
to be with Team Canada. Other Flyers will 
be playing for the U.S.. Swedish and Finnish 
teams . . . Washington Capitals haven’t
done much in the NHL but ticket prices are 
going up next season with best seats in­
creased by $2.50 to $16.75 . . . Detroit Red 
Wings, another club not among the top 16 
last season, are also to ask more but their 
boost is a more modest $1.50 and the top 
price, except for the $15 seats in The 
Executive Lounge, is “only’’ $12.50 . . . 
Canadian universities can’t agree on athletic 
scholarships and a simple solution might be 
to allow only in-province scholarships. That 
would at least stop the importing of stars, 
something which gives more than a taint of 
professionalism to student sports . . . after a 
difference of opinion with teammate Steve 
Trout in a hotel, pitcher Francisco Barrios of 
the Chicago White Sox is being referred to as 
his club’s “stopper.’’ The designation was 
made by Greg Luzinski, who explained “He 
stopped a right and a left.’’
iftr * *
B.C. LIONS are again doing right well in 
pre-schedule play, but past experience keeps 
their faithful from getting too excited, the 
big question mark, as it did before and after 
Joe Kapp, is still hanging over the quar­
terback position. The Lions could be a better 
club than last year but not have it show in 
their record because the CFL figures to be a 
bit tougher this season . . . obtaining a 
couple of season tickets for Notre Dame 
football games isn’t impossible, it just 
requires something like a $100,000 donation 
to the University’s athletic program . . . it’s 
been a long time since he won a major event 
but it still made one a bit sad to note that 
Arnold Palmer was 15 over par for the first 
36 holes of the U.S. Open and didn’t make 
the cut . . . all golf fans, particularly those 
who find delight in the Merry Mex, should 
get to read the feature story on Lee Trevino 
in the June 15 issue of Sports Illustrated. 
They will learn that he is quite a different 
fellow than the pleasant wisecracker they see 
in tournament play, but they will appreciate 
him more. The jocular front is cover for a 
. loner who hasn’t forgotten how it was for 
him before his ability with a golf club 
brought him some chips and made him 
famous. He may not have been just trying to 
be funny when he said “there are no rich 
Mexicans. They get some money they call 
themselves Spanish.” . . . Eddie Firmani, 
coach of Le Club de Soccer Manic de 
Montreal, says that the population of Italy is 
made up of 60 million soccer coaches . . . 
Montreal’s North American Soccer League 
club was named after a Quebec river — the 
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I Start your stereo system and save
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Dorothy DeGirolamo of Gorge Vale 
captured her seventh Victoria City and 
District Ladies’ Golf Championship Friday 
at North Saanich’s Glen Meadows golf 
course.
DeGirolamo edged Royal Colwood’s Pat 
Derry five and three to pace Gorge Vale to 
six wins in the 10 flight finals. Host Glen 
Meadows picked up three other wins with 
Uplands getting the other.
The final day was a contrast to earlier 
rainy weather as golfers were greeted with 
sunshine throughout their matches. For 
Derry the day proved a letdown, coming 
after her win over last year’s champion 
Diane Phillips of Upland in the semi-finals.
Derry led after the opening hole, and 
again after the third, but from there on 
DeGirolamo took charge, finishing the 
match on the 15th hole.
Meanwhile, Glen Meadows ladies faired 
well, placing two in the championship
100 sign up, join new yacht club
Dorothy DeGirolamo
qualifying round: Mary Browett who shot a 
47-47 for total 94, and Bernice Wilson, who 
made the cut at 96 with a 48-48.
Wilson went on to drop her first round 
match nine and eight to 16-year-old sen­
sation Nancy Callan of Uplands, while 
Browett defeated Ivy Blunt of Gorge Vale 
one up.
Locals to siimmeF games?
Three local youngsters, two from North 
Saanich and one from Central Saanich, are 
expected to complete in the B.C. Summer 
Games at Courtenay in Aygust as a result of 
their performance at trails held at Powell 
River June 6 and 7.
The team of 18 boys and 18 girls to 
represent the Vancouver Island-Powell River 
zone has not yet been named, but Fiona 
Griffith, 6936 East Saanich Road, seems 
certain to qualify after winning both the 400 
and 800-metre races with very good times, 
and so does Linda Martin, 1075 Clayton 
road, who won the 100-metre dash and is the 
defending B.C. champion in the long jump.
Allen Dobie, 11391 West Sanich Rd., who 
placed second in the 800 and 1500-metre 
races is also expected to qualify. He was in 
the games in the 150b-metre event last year. 
All three are members of the Flying Y Track 
Club in Victoria, coached by Jack Carson.
. A possible alternate for the team is Don 
Wallace, 9494 Maryland Drive, who was
third in the 3,000-metre race.
Only 14 and 15-year-olds compete in the 
summer games which will be held Aug. 28, 
29 and 30, but younger athletes took part in 
the meet at Powell River.
Marsha Griffith, Fiona’s 11-year-old sister 
took first place in the 200, 400, 800 and 
1500-metre events for her age group and also 
won the long jump.
Fiona Griffith’ times were 2 minutes, 24.7 
seconds in the 800 and 60.2 seconds in the 
400.
Linda Martin ran the 100 in 12.6 seconds 
and the 200 in 26.4 seconds. She jumped 4.72 
metres, much less than her winning jump of 
5.4 metres at last year’s summer games.
Allen Dobie’s times were 2 minutes, 9.5 
seconds in the 800 and 4 minutes, 30.5 
seconds in the 1500.
Marsha Grifith’ times were 30.5 seconds in 
the 200; 70.4 seconds in the 400; 2 minutes 
41.9 seconds in the 800, and 5 minutes, 34.9 
seconds in the 1500. She jumped 4.07 metres.
More than 200 
enthusiastic boaters 
met in Sidney on 
June 16 to discuss the 
formation of a yacht 
club. A steering 
committee was struck 
with instructions from 
the floor to organize 
the Sidney Yacht 
Club.
Boaters in at­
tendance were a cross 
section of owners of 
both sail and power 






boys field hockey 
clubs split their two 
games June 17 against 
visiting Esquimalt 
Eagles — winning 2-1 
on the junior level and 
dropping a 6-0 
decision in the in­
termediate division.
Craig Richardson 
and Derek Connon 
paced the juniors with 
single goals in the 2-1 
victory, the first loss 
for Esquimalt this 
season.
As the regular 
season draws to a 
close, the local juniors 
have found them­
selves in a dogfight 
for first place with 
Esquimalt and a 
deciding game was 
scheduled for last 




team hasn’t been as 
fortunate this year, 
winning only once in 
seven outings.
Nearly 100 signed up 
as charter members. 
Application forms are 
still available at both 
All Bay Marine and 
Sea Chest Sailing 
Shop in Sidney or by
writing to The Sidney 
Yacht Club, c/o 
Sidney Hotel, Sidney.
The next meeting 
will be held 7:30 p.m. 






sensation Greg Wiltjer 
has been named to the 
16-man national 
men’s basketball team 
by the Canadian 
Amateur Basketball 
Association.
The 6-foot, 11-inch 
Wiltjer attended 
Parkland secondary 
and was a driving 
force behind the 
team’s appearance in 
the B.C. high school 
basketball cham­
pionships. He now 
attends Oregon State 
University.
Wiltjer joins three 
University of Victoria 
players on the 
national squad: Kelly 
Dukeshire, Gerry 
Kazanowski and Eli 
Pasquale.
Catalina
RIMPAC DIVERS (1981) LTD,
(under new management)
Saturday, June 27th to July 4th
CHECK THESE mEA T SPECSALS:
race
Catalinas from 
Sidney and Victoria 
competed for the Sea 
Chest Catalina 
Trophy June 21. A 
M'lnile course around 
the .surrounding 
islands provided the 
skippers with a testing 
course.
Results; Spinnaker 
Division — 1st - Sally 
Dream, (G. Jacobi); 
2ik1 - Maggie Ann, 
(Peter Reid); 3rd - 
Skiggy ii,(Al liislcy).
Non-Spinnaker 
Division — 1st - Aqua 
5h»li:i(rhi! Gumpr.icn); 
2nd * Loriket, Ron 
Slicppard,
N/Z WET SUITS Ron. 3r.o,oo
TEKNA REGULATORS Rap 325 oo *275®® 
CALYPSO REGULATORS Rag 275 00 *225®®
"WHIU; aUANTjUES IASI'
RLUftNZEN BATHING SUITS 20%







JUNE 27 & 28






RIMPAC DIVERS (i081) LTD.
miB 5th St., Slilnoy, B.C. 656-6313
656-6213
COMPLETE BOAT UPHOLSTERY 
SUPPLIERS OF BOAT COVERS 
CAMPER - TRAILER CUSHIONS 
REPAIRS
10223 McDonald PK. rd., Sidney
MWm E R
Rents Tracks
for moving local & one way. 
Low Rates.
Pick Up Your Truck 
in Brentwood . . .
... Drop it off at 
any of our Offices
. IN ■■ ■. ■
VANCOUVER; NANAIIYiO,
THE INTERIOR, OKANAaAN VALLEY, etc.
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652-1821
7187 West Saanich Rd.
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WARD, PARKER & ASSOC. 
KEY’S BOOGIE CENTRE 
CENTURION PROPERTIES
Wet and bedraggled, Denim Disco Softball Club gathered for team photograph Sunday after losing 7- 
6 to Knowles Realty in girls softball league playoffs at Sanscha Park, Knowles will now meet Shoreline 
Metalcraft Friday for the championship. Tom Cronk Photo
Spotlight on Harvey’s
Harvey’s Sporting Goods held the 
spotlight in Sidney men’s softball this week 
as it pulled off surprise after surprise. First 
the club shored up its mound staff by 
coaxing former ace Dick Michaud out of 
retirement, and then added Bob Fox, the 
league’s top pitcher last season, but who this 
year decided to “retire” from Prairie Inn.
Harvey’s made swift use of the two new 
acquisitions, handing league-leading Fulford 
Inn Salties their first loss in 12 games a 3-1 
decision June 15.
Fox started the game and went five innings 
before giving way to Michaud. But the 
pitchers weren’t the whole story. Harvey’s 
defence pulled tight for one of the few times 
this season to give the club the win.
Perry Ethier and Joe Kubinek were 
standouts for Harvey’s. Ethier went two for 
four at the plate while Kubinek hit twice in 
three times at bat.
Harvey’s then took two of three games 
from Travelodge, winning 9-5 Friday and 14- 
2 Sunday. However, Harvey’s blew a chance 
;; for an easy two points when it dropped a 7-4 
decision Sunday: The game was only one
inning and was played after a game earlier in 
the season was called because of darkness 
with the two clubs tied at four.
Because of regulations, Harvey’s was 
forced to pitch centrefielder Perry Ethier, 
who gave a good showing but was tagged for 
three unearned runs.
Julian “Julio” Valcourt went six innings 
on the mound for Harvey’s in Friday’s 9-5 
victory and hit a double and home run to 
help his own cause.
D. Rainer and R. Swinton led Travelodge 
with two hits apiece while Ray Bartleman 
took care of the mound duties.
Finally, Bob Fox picked up his second win 
in a Harvey’s uniform with the 14-2 decision 
Sunday over Travelodge.
Elsewhere, Coast Projects improved its 
record with two wins — 8-4 over Prairie Inn 
June 14 and 2-1 June 16 over Travelodge.
McKay picked up the first win, while 
Hudlon was given credit for the second. 
Coast Projects’ Christensen had only one hit 
in the Prairie Inn game, but made it count — 
a three run homer. B. Large added two hits 
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9S25 • 3rd Street, Sidne^f, 6564151
Eighty members of 
the Saanich Pioneer 
Society sat down May 
13 to a delicious 
banquet prepared by 
ladies of the society. 
President Moran 
Brethour welcomed 
members and Art 
Gardner said grace. 
Toast to the Queen 
was proposed by Bert 
Fox and toast to the 
pioneers was 
proposed by Mrs. M. 
Brethour and 
responded to by 
Cuthbert Brown.
A special feature of 
the evening was the 
presentation of life 
membership cer­
tificates to Beulah 
Thomson, Marjorie 











North, Henry Morth 
and Cuthbert Brown.
Some members 
were unable to be 
present n n d
presentation was 
made nt their homes.
Michael Rice 
brought a buncli of 
his lovely early 
sweet pens, which he 
gave to Mrs, Lillian 
Goodwin, whose 
birthday was the 
following day.
mnrmmmn




Saanich school board is being asked to 
approve more and more programs every year 
for children who are severely or slightly 
mentally handicapped, autistic, learning 
disabled or have severe behaviour problems.
And this year special approval is being 
sought for a hefty seven programs in this 
category.
At Monday night’s board meeting trustee 
RubyMay Parrott told the board, “I believe 
we have been trying to grab a handful of 
smoke.
“1 think we need a great deal more in­
formation.
“We need to be in a better position to 
assess existing programs rather than con­
tinually building on top of programs. We 
need to find out if the programs we have 
established are meeting the needs they were 
established for and whether they should be 
expanded or discontinued.”
Parrott was responding to statements that 
the new programs, if all seven were ap­
proved, would add close to $100,000 to the 
budget just to carry them to Christmas.
Trustee Lois Walsh said the requests come 
too late in the year considering the budget 
has already been approved and added that 
she is not prepared at this late date to go into 
a deficit situation.
The board agreed to approve the first 
three, most essential programs which will 
include a learning resource program for 
Sidney and North Saanich at a cost of 
$32,000, and two Native Indian programs 
which include a home-school and staff 
development at a cost of about $24,000.
School board staff spokesman Claude 
Campbell told the board the “extent of the 
requests was not anticipated earlier in the 
year.
“We realize the dilemma of meeting the 
needs of children in the community and 
therefore the list was created in order of 
priority.”
The district will also continue the Junior 
One Program, established for children who 
are not ready for grade 1. The other special 
approvals will be studied along with a review 





A delegation of 
parents from 
McTavish school, 
headed by spokesman 
Alan Birdsall, 807 
Ardmore in Sidney, 
Monday night 
criticised the school 
board’s policy of 
having split grades in 
that school.
Birdsall told 
trustees that while 
there are educational 
advantages to having 
split grades in some 
cases there is also a 
real disadvantage in 
many cases where split 
grades add “stresses 
and place extra 
demands on the head 
teacher.”
The board moved 
that its education 
directions committee 
meet w'ith parents and 
teachers involved to 





asked Birdsall if 
combining two 
smaller schools and 
having the more 
junior grades in one 
and advanced grades 
in the other was a 
favourable alter­
native.
Birdsall agreed that 
one school feeding 
another would be 
preferable and help to 
rub out many split 
grade situations.
This already occurs 













Wish to Announce a Change in Office 
Hours for July and August
H^ONDAY TO FRIDAY 
8:00 to 3:00 A^

























'''weighl loss due to cuttln boning wiiiincrease the price per pound.
Mon.-Thurs. 8-5 p.m. Fri. 8-6 p.m. Closed Sat. & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.




NEW KITCHEN AND APLIANCE^^ SS 
CENTRE ON THE LOWER FLOOR 
OF STANDARD FURNITURE
652-9141
COflHER OF KEATIHO X HD. 8 KIRKFIITRICK ORES.
iHTHOOUCES SIX
by spdaleer
Six Stairway Systems that add elegance and quality to the tine 
features of your home. Systems that give the warmth of natural 
hemlock, systems completely of solid oak, and an exclusive 
system that has the same charm, look and function of handrails 
and balusters of homes of the last century.
Bring in your plans and measurements for 
a no-cost, no-obligation estimate of any or 
all six stairway systems displayed in the 
showroom of Jubilee Building Supplies.^\\
These high quality Spin- 
daleer systems are 
representative of the fine 
selection of appliances, kit­
chen cabinets and building 
supplies you’ll find at 
Jubilee. Building Supplies.
: glj 1 - 'Vtr' ■'
m
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21-IOB KLATING CROSS ROAD PHONES (152-3251 652-3221












nnt Iho Job done I 
Homomo hna ornrtHnnturofs 
like Ihe Salo-T-Tip whicti completoly 
ollminniofs kickback, pluG a Bkirdy 
hand auaid as standard euuipment on all 
modom. Son tho cnmploto lino ol Homolilo 
chain «awB al your nearest pnillclpriling 
dealer Hurry.., llila offer lormlnalosr 
Juno 30111,1901, Save $16,00
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Seahoard Plaza, Keating X Rd.
652-9149
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Approx. 3000 sq. ft., ground level, corner location 
on Beacon Ave. Available October 1, 1981.
May be divided into two 1500 sq. ft. spaces.
Rental enquiries now being accepted. Please reply 
to Box ‘G’, Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, B.C. VBL 3S5.
Pian to attend our
June 27 & 23
*Draws for FREE GAS, MINI GOLF, GAMES & MR BURGERS.
‘Growers on hand to answer questions on Clematis, Bedding 
Plants, Fertilizers, Cut Roses, the New Method of Pest Control with 
Preditors.
‘Coffee and Cookies served Sat. & Sun. while supplies last and 
we’ll be Cutting our Cake Sunday afternoon.
North Saanich council has learned per- 
sisitence pays off. Unhappy with municipal 
bus service, council has pressed the Capital 
Regional District for improvements — such 
as a small bus to handle North Saanich’s 
country lanes.
Last week CRD said it has asked the 
Urban Transit Authority to study using 
small buses in Deep Cove. The an­
nouncement came in a special transit report 
by council’s CRD representative, Aid. Jim 
Cumming.
The study will determine costs, service, 
effectiveness and operational feasibility of 
using small buses for areas like Deep Cove.
The study was intiated last January and is 
now underway, Cumming noted. However, 
a completion date hasn’t yet been set.
Council had been upset because the 
present bus route bypasses the municipality’s 
major population centre — Deep Cove — 
and until recently went only as far north as 
Wain Road.
However, UTA has since adjusted the 
route to include Land’s End Road, but the 
bus still only goes as far west as Derrick
Road — and for the most part travels West 
Saanich Road on the west side of the 
municipality.
Council suggested UTA run the bus down 
Madrona Drive instead, thus picking up 
Deep Cove pas.sengers. But in his report, 
Cumming says that proposal has been 
examined and turned down “’basically 
because of the narrow and winding roads 
surface and steep hill approaches.
“With road improvements the use of the 
standard bus could be approved,’’ he noted.
Cumming said the cost of a small bus 
service “would be high’’ and points out road 
improvement could be the “most economical 
answer in the long run as the country land
road concept is not compatible with the 
operation of an urban bus service.’’
He said CRD will assess the financial 
acceptability of the small bus service after 
the study’s completion. Deep Cove isn’t the 
only area in which small buses could be used. 
CRD notes Florence Lake, Cordova Bay 
Ridge and Metchosin are other areas needing 
similar transit improvements.
Meanwhile, Aid. Alan Cornford said the 
present bus service is used “very little’’ and 
wondered if small buses will solve the 
problem.
He suggested an even smaller service like a 
taxi might be the better solution.
‘Many special items arriving:
•Miniature Roses 
•Individual Annuals 













ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
Sidney has finally 
come of age. After a 
history of closing at 5 
p.m. Fridays, a 
majority of Sidney 
merchants has decided 
to leave their doors 
open through 9 p.m. 
every Friday through 
July, August and 
possibly September.
But it doesn’t stop 
there. If Friday night 
openings are a
v/''
PANELLING & BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES EFFECTIVE TILL JULY 1 
OR WHILE STOCKS UlST
When it comes to Finishing those jobs around the home, 
see WINDSOR FIRST!
(( TOPS STAIN”
Latex Stain! Goes on easy. Clean up 
with water! This is our very own 
Name Brand Stain. Quality at a 
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of 50 pcs.
each
4’x8’xl/8" Walnut ea. 24.88
4'x8’x3/4” L.C. GIS Walnut ea. 69.88
4’x8’x3/4” Veneer Core Maple ea. 49.88
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1/r 48’W PANELLING SPECIAL
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CAMPER/VAN PANELLING
W« have many "hat" or "oroovocl" panels that 
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This year rosloro your cabin wall 
with Windsor's Cabin Panolling 










assgg 2120 KEATING X RD. 652-5632




.success the merchants 
are considering 
staying open late 
Fridays until 
Christmas.
The change marks 
Sidney’s transition 
from a sleepy 
waterfront village to a 
commercial centre. 
The Friday night 
openings come on the 
heels of a number of 
shops actually
opening on Mondays 
— a traditional 
holiday for some 
oldtime stores.
The late Friday 
hours will be ac­
companied by an 
extensive advertising 
campaign asking 
peninsula residents to 
shop Sidney and 
sponsored by the 





said 74 merchants 
were canvassed and 45 
agreed to open late 
Fridays. “So far we’re 
pleased with the 
result,’’ she said.
First late Friday 
night shopping is July 
3 — first Friday in 
July.
A new organization 
— Seniors Serving 
Seniors Association of 
B.C. — is currently 
searching for 
headquarters to house 
various departments 
which would see to the 









The basic aim of the 
organization is to
provide information 
pertinent to the lives 
of senior citizens, and 
is asking for the 




especially those who 






doctors, etc. For more 
information call 
Norm or Bee Hodes at 
642-4875.
rue rRIENOlY WHEELCHAIR"
The best care you can 
have is that which 
guides you towards 
freedom and in­
dependence. With an 
AMIGO, you can per­
form many of the ac­
tivities you enjoy . . . 
without depending on 
others. The AMIGO has 
two forward speeds, 
two reverse, and is ex­
ceptionally stable due to 
the low center ot gravi­
ty. Powered by a 12 volt 
battery, it has a normal 
continuous operating 
time that is more than 





--- Custom Modifications a Specialty --
7960 Seesea Place, R.R. 1 Saanichton 652-5561




Metro Transit buse.s will 
operate throughout tho 
Capital Region (all urban 
anti suburban routes) on 
Canada Day as follows;
Thursday, Juno 30th — 
Rogular Wookday Sorvico 
Canada Day, July 1 — 
. Holiday Sorvico 
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In The Bear's Den 656-1176
Sidney readies to make merry on July 1
Sidney Days celebrations start off at 7 
a.m. with Kiwanis p.ancake breakfast at 
Sanscha. Other events include:
® 9 a.m. Iroquois dedication ceremony 
at Sidney Museum.
• 11 a.m. Parade beginning at Sidney 
elementary school.
® noon - fun fair, annual arts and crafts 
show at Sanscha.
® 12:30 p.m. Indoor beer garden, 
family style stage entertainment, hot 
food, refreshments for children.
• 1 p.m. Iroquois dedication ceremony 
at Iroquois Park. Vintage car display.
• 1:30 p.m. Victoria Wheelers annual 
bike race, starts downtown by Sidney 
Auto Sales.
• 2 p.m. Mayor Norma Sealey officially 
opens Sidney Days.
* 2:30 p.m. Parade and garden awards, 
stage show.
® 3 p.m. Canada Birthday cake 
(Sanscha foyer).
• 8 p.m. Teen dance in Sanscha parking 
lot, Spinky’s Canned Music and light 
show, taco stand.
Music is one of the features of Sidney 
Days. The Bavarian Band Ratkapelle will
play at the pancake breakfast and at 10:15 
a.m. Beacon and Third Streets prior to 
the parade. In the beer garden they’ll be 
music at 1 p.m., 2 p.m., 3:30 p.m. and 
4:30 p.m. by Ratkapelle, Parkland 
Dixieland Band and Sanpen Rubes — 
your own Saanich Peninsula musicians.
Ratkapelle perform two short concerts 
— at Saanich Peninsula Hospital at 2:15 
p.m. and Sidney Nursing Home at 3 p.m.
A telephone, ‘but nobody to call’
It’s always been Ted Aliston’s 
dream to live in B.C. — but 
mainly because it’s the ideal 
environment for a person con­
fined to a wheelchair.
Ted smiles. “No snow!”
He was stricken with muscular 
dystrophy at age 10 and now, at 
34, all his limbs are affected. 
Nevertheless, Ted drove his 
specially converted van here from 
Toronto two years ago when he 
and wife, Janet, moved to 
Sidney.
Third in a series 
honoring the Year of 
the Handicapped.
His specialty was equipment 
for the handicapped and back 
east Ted worked in that field, 
producing some 35 vans equipped 
like how own with an hydraulic 
lift which raises him into the 
vehicle. Once inside, Ted propels 
himself to the driver’s position 
where handgears have been 
adapted for his use.
The AlLstons settled down in 
their attractive home on Buddleia 
Place. Janet works and Ted is 
alone all day so when Molly 
Lane, director of volunteers for 
the Peninsula Community 
Association, asked him to head a 
new local project — the Caring 
Neighbors Telephone Network — 
Ted didn’t hesitate.
Sidney-North Saanich chamber 
of commerce failed to get the 
public to protest en masse the 
town’s traffic plan at a June 16 
meeting. Despite a good turnout, 
it was left to merchants mainly to 
speak out against the plan and 
although a few residents queried 
the proposal that would sec 
traffic entering on Bcvan and 
exiting on Beacon, others spoke 
up in support of the proposal.
At the outset of the meeting 
Mayor Norma Scalcy told a 
packed room at Silver Threads 
centre on Resthaven she was 
“sony to hear ihi.s mceiing liad 
been designated a turn-out-and- 
get-ern kind of situation.”
She briefly summarized the 
reasons behind council’s ac­
ceptance of the traffic plan -- 
prepared by one of Canada’s 
leading consultants in con­
sultation with the provincial 
department of highways and the 
UCMP.
In Jaituary, 1967, Sidney’s 
population was 2,5fHJ, by 1971 it 
was 4,868 and 1976 census figures 
revealed it had increased to 
6,720. It is now estimated at
And now, Monday to Friday, 
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Ted sits 
in his wheelchair drawn up to a 
table with the telephone. The 
service is new but already he’s 
talking to at least 10 people a 
day. They’re shutins for. a variety 
of reasons — disabled like Ted, 
perhaps, or sick, or elderly and 
unable to get out of the house.
“It’s a big problem — being 
confined at home,” says Ted. 
“To be able to speak to someone 
is really very difficult.”
For two years, Ted says, it was 
his problem. “I know what it’s 
like. You have a telephone but 
nobody to call.”
But he says it’s a problem 
getting names of people to 
phone. They have to come by 
word of mouth and “it’s hard for 
some people to admit they’re 
lonely and need help or someone 
to talk to.”
Women are easier to approach, 
men are proud, not so accepting, 
Ted says. ■
He usually starts off by talking 
about the weather, then he’ll 
move onto a person’s hobbies or 
interests. And sometimes he’s 
helpful, providing information 
about various things. “Many 
people 1 talk to aren’t aware of 
different services available or 
transportation help,” he says.
And Ted provides moral 
support. “Ted’s been described 
as ‘knowledgeable, non-
Ted Aliston presses button and hydroUc lift raises him into van, one of 35 he converted for disabled.
threatening, with a gentle voice’ 
— people feel belter after they’ve 
spoken with him,” says Molly 
Lane.
As well, Ted tries to match up 
people whose interests are 
similar. He did this with two men
recently. When they got in touch 
they found out they were old 
buddies — and both had the same 
disorder, muscular dystrophy.
The Caring Neighbors 
Telephone Network number is 
656-0029. If you’re disabled or
unable to get out of the house 
and would like to talk to 
someone, call Ted. And you’ll be 
helping others as well as yourself.
Lane says the end objective of 
the four-month project is to 
enable the PCA to be sensitive to
Mayor Sealey tells meeting: 
council elected Ho do a job’
8,000; by 1996 it’ll be 12,950 and 
14,000 by the turn of the century. 
And that’s the figure the town’s 
community plan is planned to 
accommodate Sealey said.
The commercial core serves a 
large surrounding area — bet­
ween 14,000 and 15,000 — but by 
the year 2,000 it will he serving a 
much larger population, people 
who will want to shop with case, 
the mayor reminded her 
audience.
The commercial core cannot be 
restricted to an eight-block area 
- it must face growth in order 
for Sidney to remain alive or 
“we’ll find ourselves facing an 
area shopping centre outside the 
boundaries,’’ she warned 
merchants.
Sealey concluded, “We 
(council) hired experts and .were 
given sound reasons for their 
recommendation and on that 
basis felt we had no alternative — 
wc either accept this proposal or 
wc don't.”
Planner Andy Vandcrtol told 
rnerchartis and residents the 
transportation plan designed for 
Sidney was to accommodate 
some 13,000 p(.*ople —■ the 
projected population figure for 
1996. Other objectives initially 
Nverc to define current problems 
and to devise a plan that would 
address needs and be compatible 
with the Saiuiich Pettinsula,
“We didn’t pull a plan out of 
the air it’s not that simple,” he 
said. He worked with highways 
and iialTic counts were done in
Sidney. Vandertol explained: 
“Wc had to see where the traffic 
was and where it was going.” His 
firm looked at where people 
worked and lived and at two 
critical time frames — 7-9:30 
a.m. and 3:30 - p.m. as well as 
Friday evening and Saturday 
morning when the majority of 
traffic problems occurred.
His study determined many 
people lived in Sidney and 
worked in Victoria and that 
“we’re going lo have more 
people living liere and working 
outside than we’ve got today 
and that puts pressure ctn Pal Bay 
Higliway.”
Vandertol said the immediate 
problem area was defined as 
Beacon Avenue and the in­
tersection of Beacon with the
highway. And there were two 
problems in downtown Sidney — 
one was circulation, he said, 
people tend to drive around 
v/ithout getting out of the area — 
and parking.
« His recommendation that 
parking be changed from angle lo 
parallel was because of the ac­
cident potential, he said. 
“Accidents arc going to increase, 
we’re going to get more and 
more,” he said,
Vandertol atlcmptcd to 
rciissure merchants who believe 
the one-way couplet will put them 
out of business, In communities 
where a similar Iraffic plan has 
been Implemented no one had 
gone out of business and the 
traffic situation had improved, 
lie said.
the needs of the community. “To 
do that we need an ear to listen 
and people who will speak,” she
says.'" V'"
Already, the telephone net­
work has shown up some hitherto 
unknown areas of need.
During a question period some 
people spoke up and condemned 
the plan, others queried certain 
a.spects of it. One man wanted to 
know why traffic would exit from 
Beacon instead of Bevan and was 
told if it were otherwise traffic 
entering Sidney would conflict 
with traffic exiting and create 
serious conflict.
Gib Baal asked if Vandcrtol 
had taken into consideration the 
fact that there might not be .any 
gas for cars by the year 2000. 
Public transportation was on the 
upswing, more people arc using 
buses, he added.
Vandcrtol agreed there was a 
forecast of growth in transit 
usage but said he was “not going 
to get into a philosophical 
argument,” People won’t stop 
driving cars until gas is no longer 
available -- rising pricc.s will have 
no impact, he said,
‘ ‘Gas may not be available and 
we'll have to change our driving 
habits,” he said. “But 
technology will come up with u 
fuel and we’ll still have the 
automobile, we’ll .still be on that 
Condmivd on I’uge 14
"■■■ .
Program cut an insult, broken promise
Members of four peninsula 
Indian reserves — Tscycurn, 
Tsartlip, Tsawout and 
Pauquachin bands -- arc 
protesting withdrawal of funds 
for a basic training nkill 
development program which 
began some six months ago.
Anflrea Snnkey, social 
development worker for the
Tseycum Band, said Monday the 
program w'as a valuable one and 
the “first that hod ever begun to 
work,”
At least 60 people from the 
lour rtTicrveri wcic involved and 
there was a waiting list, she said.
The word came down two 
weeks ago when a teacher from 
Camosun College made the
announcement to students taking 
the program, which was located 
on the Pauquachin reserve, 
Sankeysaid.
In a June 15 letter to Education 
Minir.ter Brian Fmith, Tseycrun 
Band’s chief Gus Bill protested 
Ihe cut hack in funds which wipes 
nut the program.
The program was a N'iahle <mc
and there were distinct ad­
vantages in having an upgrading 
program on the reserve, -Bill 
wrote. He pointed out the drop­
out rate for .situlcins is lower than 
p r e V i o u rd y w h e n r. t u d. e tr t r. 
commuted to Victoria.
”, , .many Indian students 
have had a real I’hancc to make 
the first step toward an cthicaiion
and future self-sufficiency in a 
less formidable situation. . .” 
Bill wrote.
1 he response toward.s the 
upgrading program Itad been 
extremely encouraging with many 
residents of the reserve enrolling 
who had never before attempted 
anv sort of educational 
upgrading, c.xplnincd Bill.
“Wc feci tluit lo terminate the 
program Is in no wav justified 
and will serve to discourage 
Indian students who will perceive 
Ibis us another insult and broken 
promir.c' from anoiiicr non- 
Indian bureaucracy determined 
lo keep the natives of this 
country toially dependent on
government services,
g^;?f""' ■





EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN.HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
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“Try Us - You’ll Like It"
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OPEN THE DOOR 
TO OPENING YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS
Don't put everything you've got into 
starting your own business until you've got 
all the facts. CASE* con help!
For a modest fee CASE can provide 
you with the services of an experienced 
counsellor who can take you through all the 
steps of starting up a successful operation. 
We can also give you important infor- 
n;ration on markets, location and future 
considerations.
If you're not afraid to start up a business, 
■ don't be afraid to ask for information, 
call CASE today!
%
For information call: 388-0161 
J.A. Baines, 
Co-ordinator
FEDERAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT BANK
Coiineil elected Ho do a job^
Conlinued from Page 13 
highway.”
Baal suggested “we’re bailing 
out the highways, it’s not an 
entirely local problem” and 
proposed highways should be 
cost-sharing up to 90 per cent 
(Cost-sharing between highways 
and the municipality is 
established at 50 per cent.)
In response to repeated 
requests for costs of the traffic 
plan, Vandertol said he estimated 
capital costs to be between 
$400,000 and $500,000, excluding 
land acquisition.
One man questioned the- lack 
of “hard data” available and was
told by Sealey the traffic study 
had not been released in its 
entirety “because it deals with 
more than this issue. ”
But the questioner replied that 
if the public does not have 
fundamental data “that’s why 
it’s difficult to deal with. Council 
may be right, but unless we see 
data. .
But Sealey told him seven 
people had been elected “whether 
you like it or not” to do a job. 
We don’t have a referendum 
every time we have a sewer line 
constructed — we’re elected to 
make decisions, she said.
And she reminded the meeting
of the town’s $2 million water 
program which no one had 
questioned. “That cost more 
than we’re looking at here — and 
we didn’t hear from anyone.
“We don’t have to go to public 
referendum every time there’s a 
job to be done.”
Local businessman Bob Ward 
presented council with a petition 
signed by some 200 residents 
protesting the one-way couplet 
and said a survey among mer­
chants found 82 out of 89 
businesses opposed the traffic 
plan.
Among those who supported 
the plan was a new resident who
complimented Sealey and council 
on its stand. By rerouting traffic 
growth would be diverted south 
he said. “As 1 see it, Beacon 
Avenue is unable to cope with the 
number of people driving cars. 
We should try to control ex­
pansion in an organized way and 
it seems the traffic plan does 
that.”
Other speakers included Hotel 
Sidney Spokesman Denis 
Paquette, who made various 
suggestions as to how the plan 
could be altered, and Hank 
Vissers, president of Sidney- 
North Saanich chamber of 
commerce. (See story this page).
Chamber brief raps traffic plan
Is Sidney downtown traffic a 
problem or is it simply a matter 
of slow traffic movement? That’s 
one of the points made in a 
Sidney-North Saanich chamber 
of commerce brief submitted by 
president Hank Vissers at a June 
16 public information meeting on 
the town’s proposed traffic plan.
It is not apparent that a one­
way system will speed up traffic 
movement in a situation where 
pedestrians will continue to have 
the right of way across such 
Beacon Avenue intersections as 
2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Street, the 
brief points out.
The chamber notes that in the 
traffic study the consultants state 
“. . .It is not intended however 
that these proposals be regarded 
as unyieldingly rigid to be im­
plemented step by step without 
deviation. Rather, the study 
should be regarded as guidelines 
to the avoidance of future 
problems. The recommendations 
are conceptual in nature only and 
further pre-design and design 
studies will be required prior to 
implementation.”
The chamber feels Sidney 
council “should realize that this 
conceptual study should be 
further evaluated and analyzed 
with a greater degree of public 
input than has been allowed to 
date by council.”
Other points made in the brief:
•It is felt that if changes to 
Beacon Avenue are not made as 
per the traffic plan and growth 
occurs in compliance with the 
community plan and zoning 
bylaw, it is inevitable that 
commercial expansion will occur 
on Bevan in order to meet the 
needs of a town of 13,000 by 
1996.
At that juncture, Sidney would 
be no different than other 
communities of 13,000... 
communities with solid down­
town core areas, ■ on street 
parking and no real critical, 
problem areas.
If on the other hand the 
Beacon Avenue - Bevan Avenue 
one-way system is adopted, the 
uniqueness and quaintness of the 
downtown area will be lost.
In terms of traffic problems
the brief queries:
•Beacon Avenue: does the 
present inbound, outbound 
traffic (four lanes narrowing into 
two lanes) create the existing or 
future problem?
•Does the access/egress from 
the shopping centre (Safeway) or 
Resthaven deadending into 
Beacon, also contribute to the 
problem?
•Will the costs of the one-way 
couplet system really be less than 
the benefits, particularly if the 
quality and character of the 
downtown core is jeopardized? 
Although the consultants suggest
that .one-way couplets can 
function very well in downtown 
areas, is Beacon Avenue in 
particular, and Sidney in general, 
really typical of a municipality 
with a downtown main street 
which lends' itself to a one-way 
system?
In essence, the chamber — in 
its brief — questions the overall 
purpose of the proposed traffic 
plan. It wants further review of 
the plan and its implications on 
Sidney and urges council to “go 
slow and fully assess the plan and 
its negative implications on the 
Town of Sidney.”
Brentwood Jfedical Clinic
7105 W. Saanich Road
Due to a recent accident, Dr. C.B.C. Whiteside 
will be hospitalized for some time. During his 
absence, provision has been made for continua­
tion of regular office hours & emergency 





More than 80 
peninsula grass 
hockey players have 
been forced off their 
playing field for the 
final two weeks of the 
season — and all 
because someone 
wanted a quick thrill.
The players’ home 
field is Iroquois Park, 
butr they are unable 
to use it for the next 
month after a four- 
wheel drive vehicle 
drove onto the field 
June 14, spinning its 
tires and digging 
divots four to five 
inches deep the length 






Jackson said he had 
to close the field for 
the next three to four 
weeks to bring it back 
into shape — a 
process involving 
added another half- 
inch of soil to the 
whole field.
Jackson said the 
closure comes at a bad 
time, with pressure to 
use the field by both a 
local boys and girls 
gra.ss hockey league. 
Peninsula Panthers 
junior boys coach 
Richard Swineburne 
said at first he didn’t 
know where the teams
could shift their play.
But Swineburne 
later confirmed the- 
junior and in­
termediate boys teams 
will play final games 
on Parkland school 
fields. L
Mea n w hi le, 
Jackson ■ said the 
municipality hiay 
have to look at in­
stalling a fence 
around the park. He 
said a fence wasn’t 
initially put in because 
the rugby field barely 
fit. But that may 
change now.
Police have the 
incident under in­
vestigation.
FROM per yd. to
$6500
PER YD.
COLORS & TEKTUKES 
rOSUITMLOECORS
IP^ Classic m 04 4
Drapes n Shades
THE DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
2387 Beacon Ave. (Sth & Beacon)
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SAT. FRIDAYS UNTIL 9
SIDNEY
BAKERY
NOW IN SIDNEY 
1982 - 20” ROMOTE
reg.
•Direct random choice lets you 
choose ‘105“ channels direct­
ly
•Equipped for mid and super 
bands
•Latest colour commander cir­
cuit holds colour truer than 
ever
•Continuous volume adjust 
and mute on sound 




We Service What Sell
ALL MAKES SERVICED
BY OUR B.C. CERTIFIED 
TECHNICIANS
HITACHI ‘‘LYMIHAR20'
TV and Video Recorders Car Radios
CM Radios Sneakers
Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassettes
ARCHER - WEISNER TV 
SALES & SERVICE
Baking has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS 
"FRESH DAILY"
2507 Beacon FIIONE:656-1012
9764 - A Sth St.
Ph. 656-5144
Sarvlng iHh P»nimuk 
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Sidney librarian Christel Josephy an­
nounced Friday details of another reading 
club this summer for youngsters. This time 
children are being asked to “follow the 
footprints” to the Bigfoot Reading Club.
Large mysterious footprints have been 
discovered on Vancouver Island. Could they 
belong to Bigfoot? Could Bigfoot be living 
somewhere on the island in a secret cave? By 
joining the Sidney library’s Bigfoot Reading 
Club children will have a chance to guess 
where it is by reading books and earning 
special guess sheets.
At the end of the program a “top secret” 
envelope will be opened and the location of 
Bigfoot’s home will be announced. Whoever 
has made a correct guess will be eligible for a 
book prize.
Children will get a chance to meet Bigfoot 
in person at a special kick-off-to-the- 
program party to be held 2:30 p.m. July 8 at 
Sidney elementary school and starring the 
nine-foot Bigfoot himself in the “en­
tertainment extravaganzer” with Fran 
Dowie’s puppets.
At a Wings Parade 
June 5 for Canadian 
and Dutch cadets at 
CFB Moose Jaw, 
retired Wing Cmdr. 
E.L. Howey of 
Land’s End Road 
pinned the pilot’s 
flying badge of the 
Canadian Forces on 
his younger son, 
Stephen, who is a 
graduate of Parklands 
school and a former 
Flgl. Sgt. of 676 Air 
Cadet Squadron.
North Saanich 
council’s decision to 
charge the same fee 
for dog licences 
regardless of whether 
the dog is neutered 
has raised the ire of 
two area residents.
“The stupidity of 
some of your 
decisions never fails to 
amaze me and my 
husband,” wrote 
Olive Brawnell, 749 





receiving their wings 
at Moose Jaw were 
presented with their 
commission scrolls by 
the chief of the 
defence staff of the 
Netherlands, General 
C. de Jager.
licence for our 
neutered fe male 
Alaskan Malamute,”
Brawell continued. 
“Preously, the cost 
has b;n $6, but today 
we wre charged $12 
and e learned with 
disbelf that the 
amou; is now the 
same, regardless of 
whetht or not the 
aiiima has been 
spayec
“Toiave a female 
dog entered now 
costs So and up . . . 
Since our decision 
has no’ removed the 
incentiN for owners 
to havehis operation 
perfornd, the dog 







But Aid. Alan 
Cornford countered 
removal of the $6 




under the Municipal 
Act municipalities are 
not allowed to charge 
more for unneutered 
dogs. He said later 
municipalities that 
distinguish neutered 




Mrs. Margaret Comben has returned to 
her home in Renfrewshire, Scotland, after 
spending an enjoyable holiday for the past 
three weeks with her cousin and his wife, 
Major and Mrs. John Grierson, 8660 
Kleewyck Place.
Get 24 Hour 
Teller Power.
Dowie’s appearance is a “warm-up” for 
his upcoming Scottish tour in August, 
Josephy says. The show'-biz veteran has two 
fulltime puppet makers and 12 part-time 
puppeters — he’s famous for The Fabulous 
Sasquatch and a host of other characters.
Youngsters should start signing up right 
now at Sidney library, Josephy says. 
Children from Brentwood can join the club 
but will have to participate at the Sidney 
location.
At the end of the summer there’s a wind­
up party, presentation of reading certificates 
and refreshments.
Lieut. Howey, 
joining his father and 
his brother, is the 
third member of the 
family to acquire the 
pilots wings of the 
Canadian Forces. 
After further training 
at CFB Trenton, 
Ontario, Lieut. 
Howey will take up 
his duties with 435 
Transport Squadron 






OFFA Summer of Values at
652-3143 7105 W. Saanich Rd.
AT THE fOP LIGHT m BRENWOOD BAY
* ' ' '' AJ'}, / ^ K
This card gives you
the power to make financial
transactions 24 hours a day, every day including
holidays, and you don't have to wait in line. You can do
your money transactions day or night . . . whenever it's
convenient for you!
® withdraw cash ® make loan payments
® make deposits ® make account balance
o transfer between inquiries
accounts
Come in today and gel yourlA HourTeller Power card.
Sanich
idwingi credit oniOT
Automated Tellers are now located at our Sidney 
and Shelbourne at Cedar Hill Branches.
STORE HOURS
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-5:30
1%.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
Home of 8UPEPS eawga!
a>
Prices Effective: 
JUKE 24, 25, 26 & 27







































LENION ADE12 oz. tin.
CARNATION




























^ S '!'29' - «b. JI
FRESH JITCBOILING FOWL...  ... ib.41
FRESHBEEF LIVER...   .ib.ll
FRESHBEEF KIDNEY. .......... ib.3l
COTTAGE ROLL . ...........ib.^l
MAPLE LEAF COOKED 09
mm SHANK.................ib.^1
MAPLE LEAF COOKED 10
mm BUHEND..... .......Ib.^1^^
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We are pleased to otter our annual subscription rate ot $10.00 which can be 
obtained by simply calling
SIDNEY 656-1151
OR
Fill in and mail the coupon to: 
Th® Sidney Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidney, B.C. VBL 3S5
J- ■
Please enter my subscription for one year, i-j 
Please enter my subscription and bill me later. L_l 
(N.B. Senior Citizens rate $9.00 per annum.)
Name .......................... .................................................... .................................
Mailing Address ............................................................. .............................
•........... ........... • ........... ............................................  Zip ..................... .. .
“Serviiii’The Peninsula Since 1912"
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) clubhouse located at 
2304 Oakville, is an activity 
centre for young people aged IB­
IS years. Most activities are free 
and everyone is welcome.
Clubhouse hours are 6:30 - 10 
p.m. Monday to Thursday, 7-11 
p.m. Friday and Saturday, 1 - 5 
p.m. Sunday. Gym nights have 
been called for the summer. 
There will be baseball games at 
Deep Cove school 6-8 p.m. 
Thursday, games to continue as 
long as people are interested.
Seniors [aged 60 or over] new 
to Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
Silver Threads centre offers class 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537.
Tennis ‘81 is happening in 
Central Saanich. Afternoon 
lessons for all ages, register now 
at the municipal hall or call 652- 
4444 for details. Cost: six lessons 
for$13.
Interested in local history? 
Sidney Museum on Beacon 
Avenue is open 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
seven days a week through Sept.
7.
Anyone for tennis? Players at 
all levels are welcome to join the 
Saanich Peninsula Tennis Club 
which meets Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at Parkland school 
courts. Play is from 6:30 p.m. 
until dusk from now through 
September. Balls supplied, fee — 
adults $10, students $5. For more 
information, call Jim Black at 
656-2885 or come to the courts 
any Tuesday or Thursday.
Central Saanich Senior 
Citizens meet the first and third 
Thursdays at the Lion’s Hall on 
East Saanich Road at 2 p.m. A 
planned program is offered.
Lose weight, meet friends at 
Sidney TOPS (Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly) Meetings at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays. For more in­
formation call Mary at 656-3784 
or Jean at 656-2791.
i Interested in a parent- 
tontrolled Christian elementary 
fchool on the Saanich Peninsula 
whose aim will be a high 
academic standard in a Christ- 
centred environment? For more 
information phone 652-3501 or 
656-4207.
I
; Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus meets at 7:45 p.m. 
Mondays in the Masonic Hall, 
;4th Street, Sidney. For more 
(information call Margaret 
IChapeskie at 656-6392.
The Vancouver Island 
(Regional Library presents The 
! Saga of Bigfoot by the Canadian 
Folk Puppets at 2:30 p.m. July 8 
in Sidney elementary school. 
Admission free, suitable for all 
ages.
The La Leche League [Saanich 
Pemnsuia] plans its next monthly 
meeting at 8 p.m. July 2 at 10385 
Patricia Place, Sidney. 
Discussion: The Baby Arrives: 
The Family and the Breastfed 
Baby. For more information call 
658-5753, babies always 
welcome.
The Peninsula Women’s After 
Five Club meets for a strawberry 
tea 7 - 9 p.m. July 6 at the Lions 
Hail, East Saanich Road. For 
reservations call Janette at 652-
■ '
:r;r
The Canadian Guild of Health
meets at 1:30 p.m. June 25. 
Prayer service in the Chapel of 
St. John’s Church, 1611 Quadra, 
general meeting follows in the 
lower hall. Everyone welcome.
Victoria’s first annual Native 
Awareness Days will be held July 
2 - 4 at Mayfair Mall. Crafts 
displays and sales, traditional 
dancing. For more information 
call the Victoria Friendship 
Centre at 384-4642 or 384-4211.
If you are weight-wise come 
and join a friendly group from 
10-11 a.m. (TOPS) Monday 
morning at St. Paul’s Church, 
2410 Malaview. For more in­
formation call 656-2654 or 656- 
3851.
Do you think you have a legal 
problem and want to be sure you 
need a lawyer before actually 
paying for one? Or do you just 
want some legal questions an­
swered? Go in and talk lo the 
staff at UVic’s Law Student’s 
Free Legal Information Clinics, 
open now until Aug. 27. The 
clinics are open Tuesday and 
Wednesday, 3 - 9 p.m. at Finst 
United Church Hall, room 112, 
Quadra and Balmoral, and 
Thursday from 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 
p.m. at UVic Law School, Begbie 
Building, room 125. For more 
information call 477-7113, local 
26.
It’s Oldtimers Casin Nite June 
27, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
Panorama Pub Nite and 
dance, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
Health and nutrition is the 
subject of a lecture and 
discussion at 7:30 p.m. June 26 at 
Panorania Leisure Centre. 
Sidney NDP Club.
Windsor Park Art Club plans a 
display and sale of members’ 
paintings July 13-18 at Hillside 
Mall.
2930.
Special events at Panorama 
Leisure Centre include: June 27 - 
Oldtimers Casino Nite, 8 p.m. -1 
a.m., July 25 - Panorama Pub 
Nite and dance, 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 
a.m.; July 26 - Teen Roller Dance 
(the kick-off to Teen Recognition 
Week) 6:30 - 9 p.m.
Parksville Pageant Days 
Parade takes place July 11. 
Parade entries from the Saanich 
Peninsula are being sought, call 
248-5771.
The Victoria Society of Artists
presents an exhibition of framed 
paintings in oils, acrylics, 
watercolors and pastels July 6 - 
11 in Harbour Square Mall 
during shopping hours.
A dance at Prospect Lake Hall, 
5358 Sparton Road, takes place 9 
p.m. - 1 a.m. June 27. Tickets $8 
per couple, music by Tin Can 
Music, door prizes, spot prizes. 
All proceeds to diabetic research. 
For more information call 652- 
1819.
Vegetarian potiuck picnic by 
the Vancouver Island Vegetarian 
Association will be held 12:30 - 6 
p.m. at Eagle Park Beach, Elk 
Lake June 28. Please bring food 
to share. For more information 
call Pat at 656-6583.
over
The classic, lingering warmth of 
Youth Dew. Estee Lauder’s 
original fragrance.
Captures for every woman's 
special moments is a subtle blend 
of Oriental and blasamic tones so 
utterly feminine it has become a 
favourite of women all over the 
world.
Warm, provocative Youth Dew. An 
intimate, ageless fragrance. 
Graciously in tune with to-day's 
woman.
From Estee Lauder, of course!
The Youth Dew fragrance 
collection includes Creamy Milk, 
Bath, Body Sallnee, Dusting 
Powder and perlLimed Goap.
year-old Edmund 
Anthony (Tony) 
Green, who arrives 
from a 17-year stint as 
clerk/administrator 
for Quesnel in the 
Cariboo.
Green, who starts 
here in the first week 
of October, will 
eventually take over 
from Ted Fairs, who 
is retiring. Fairs has 
been with North 
Saanich since August
Estee Lauder's Peak Porlormors:
•Basic Cleansing Bar in its own 
iravoi'Sizo dish
•Soiid Milk Cleansing Grains for 
deep cleansing
•Swiss Performing extract helps 
rotoro skin elasticity and 
resiliency,
•Fresh Air Makeup Base lor a 
natural finish
•Tender Lip Tint or an i 
exceptionally soli, stnoolh 
ccvorago and shine 
•Luscious Creme Mascara lor a 
natural looking shiny finish 
•Youth Dow Spray, Estee Lauder's 
romantic scont.
Visit us at the osloo Lauder 
counter today for yours at 12.50 
with any Estee Lauder purchase, 
Odor available now, while supplies
iriSi, 2CiS4 Avii., Sliliity, B.C. 
Mon. S«t. 10:00 a.m. to 5 p.m.
656-5212
Chmtian friends —
Thoro Is grouid in th« business of child education.
AU seSmh are based (M n philosophy and promote certain values.
Christ said, "fto who iseot with me Is against me, and he who does not gather with me, scatters" (Luke
Six Imma day, tor Mlve years of his life, a child is guided and molded In school.
For the kim of our chfllren, slmdd you not consider that these hours he spent in a Christian school?
Saanich Peninsula Ciristian elementary .school could begin this Soptombor as a division ol Pacific Christian
School in Victoria (at 4fl-student capacity). However, it requires the supporf of the Christian community..  in
prayer; in trno; in donaons (og, $25,000 per classroom unit). The need lor more students and financial support 
is immediate and urger!
Can we afford the sarifice? Can wo afford not lo sacrilicn in those troublod times when our children require 
solltl Godly proparatlon'or the,challenges which I,ice them? (moditate on Eph. 6 tO-P.O, i Peter 5: 8-i0)
Victoria ChrlstiiMi Educllon Society, Peninsula Division, (652 3501) 
c/o T. Brown, 1569 SiHys Crossroad, R,R, 1(2, Saanichton, VOS 1 MO
Muriosy rhrs'iti.tn OooK f.'il', r.idili'y, I'hil'', ll;iknry, (i.f '
1966 —--just 18




calls it“almost since 
day one.”
Green was born in 
Manchester, England 
and moved to Canada 
with his parents at 
about 15 years of age. 
He worked in Port 
Alberni from 1950-56, 
before transferring to 
Armstrong in the 
North Okanagan 
from 1956-64. He 
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Hf hiVi lituiily s'Jml you In 
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By HELEN LANG
I believe 1 got as far as begonias on the list. 
Several things of interest to those of you 
who grow these beautiful things, and 1 am 
referring to the tuberous begonias. First of 
all, if you have trouble with mildew on the 
leaves, take drastic action, because this stuff 
spreads like wild fire, and in a couple of days 
can infect the whole bed. The very best thing 
1 have found is a chemical called Gardal.
If you catch mildew early enough, the cure 
is almost immediate, but this is a dangerous 
spray, not to be used on peas, or squash, 
both of them highly susceptible to the same 
disease.
Another bit about tuberous begonias. If 
you lose the top of your plant to stray dogs, 
or the wind, do plant the piece that has been 
broken off. It doesn’t always work, but very 
often this piece of begonia will grow, bloom, 
and produce a tuber, all in the one season. 
The original tuber will also send up another 
stalk (very versatile, these begonias).
Next: almonds — last week, while visiting 
a daughter in Crescent Beach (close to 
Vancouver) my spouse and I went for a 
walk. He is much more observant than 1, 
spotting white owls on fence posts, and 
gophers along the side of the road, while I 
(glancing brightly about) see nothing but 
stones and trees, and passing cars.
He was the one that spotted a lot of things 
that looked, for all the world, like peach- 
pits, lying along the edge of a sidewalk, and 
said, “I think those are almonds.”
We collected about 20 of them (I should 
say I did, he always pretends he doesn’t 
know me when T grovel on the ground, 
especially in downtown Crescent Beach.) 
Anyway, almonds they were. Didn’t even
Private Investor
Wishes to buy apartment-zoned land 












ngcd 17, first holilitr of 
the LOUNE P, HUD­
SON MEMORIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP at St. 
Michaertt University 
School, Vii:torin, B.C,, 
hns been awarded a 
$.1,000 .scholarship 
renewable for five yenrs 
to Harvard University 
where he will study 
English, French and 
C.errnan, David, who 
has atleniled SMU since 
Oraile 4, last year was 
the top-ranking (bade 
11 student ol (lerinan in 
B,C,; this year, he in 
Inking ILH College 
Bmird Advant.etl Phice- 
ment (first year univer­
sity) courses in (bade 
l?„ He recently won five 
nut of seven speech 
awards at the Victoria 
Mufili; Festival anti has 
long been active In 
drama anil ilebating. 
David is the son id Mr. 
rind Mrs Frank Win- 
grove, Vintorla. (His 
scholarship in lint 
second .RMU Harvard 
Scholarship in two 
years,)






.1400 Riehmonrl Road 
VICTORIA, lie,
VnP 4P.'i • 502-2411
know they could be grown in this part of the 
world.
One of my garden books assures me that 
they will grown this far north, but that each 
tree needs a pollinator, and does much better 
if planted near peach trees.
We have decided to give it a try anyway. 
“Himself” opened the husks (with a knife, 
to my horror) and I put the seeds into a 
plastic bag on top of the water heater to, we 
hope, sprout them. Interesting to try, 
anyway.
When the weather warms up a bit you may 
decide to use a weedkiller on your lawn. 
Please do use considerable caution when 
applying. Stay away from the borders of 
your flower beds, because the stuff doesn’t 
just kill weeds, and when it rains, may leach 
out into surrounding plantings.
Wait for a warm day to apply it, as grass 
and weeds need to be actively growing for it 
to be effective and please read the directions 
before you begin.
A hint for those of you who may be 
making a salad (with your own lettuce, of 
course). After washing the lettuce, wrap the 
leaves in a towl and put in the washing 
machine on the spin cycle. Presto! Cleaned, 
and dried, and ready to use.
Those of you who may be looking for a 
shrub that will flower all summer long and is 
fragrant as well, might be interested in 
Spanish Broom, which has a multitude of 
large pea-shaped flowers in a lovely, vivid 
yellow. It does best in full sun. If you want 
something that will flower all summer in the 
shade, try hydrangeas, which cover them­
selves with a profusion of blossom, but, 
unfortunately, don’t have any smell.
Helen replies
In response to John Porter’s letter last 
week in the Review regarding using organic 
methods to rid the garden of pests; Far be it 
from me to attempt to stop anyone who has 
spent hours out in the garden, most of that 
time on his knees, from getting his “just 
reward” (whether it is a cup of tea, a beer, or 
even something stronger). Homocides have 
been caused by less!
Some gardeners swear by Corey’s Slug 
bait, others by Later’s. Both come in bran, 
pellets, or in liquid form, so you pays your 
money, and you takes your choice. Slugs are 
a low form of life and beer is too good for 
the likes of them anyway.
Wain Road 
paving soon
The newly opened 
portion of Wain Road 
will be paved as soon 
as the water line has 
been laid. North 
Saanich council said 
June 15.
The comment came 
in response to a May 
28 letter from J.D. 
Boon, 10851 Deep 
Cove Road. Boon 
a.sked if council had 
decided to postpone 
until next year sealing 
or paving the stretch 
of Wain Road from 
Derrick to Madrona 
Drive.
Boon called the 
dust conditions at his 
home ‘ ‘ in -
tolerable. . . in spite 
of the fact we have 
had an extremely wet 
and overcast month of 
May.”
He asked that 150 
feel of road in front 
of his residence be 
oiled or given some 
satisfactory form of 
dust control treat­
ment. Boon added he 
would be willing to 
pay up to half of the 
treatment, depending 
on the cost.
But Aid. Alan 
Cornford, chairman 
of the utilities 
committee, said 
there’s no reason 
Boon should have to 
pay 50 percent of the 
cost.
Cornford said 
council is just waiting 
for the water line to 
go in before paving 
the road, so the road 
won’t have to be 
ripped up later.
Catherine, Michael wed
On June 19, 
Catherine Colleen 
Wilson, daughter of 
Mrs. Cathy Elvedahl 
and Michael Evan 
Hay, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Don Hay were 
united in marriage in 
St. Paul’s United
'9
Church Sidney, Rev. bride’s mother, at- 
R.H. Pratt officiated. tended by families and
The bride was close friends 
attended by her sister 
Cindy, the groom 
accompanied by 
Laurie Davie. A 
reception was held at 
the home of the
The
happy couple will 
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Due to Popular Demand 
the Latch is open 
for Luncheons again 
Tuesday to Friday 













2328 Harbour Rd. 
Sidney, BC.
SiPHEY I^EAT mmMJ
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
ALL nUH MEAT IS AGED. GRAIN FED, GUARANTEED. CANADA "A"
BACOH..................................................... ..........IB
FRESH RABBITS ib.
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Member - Victoria M.L.S.
656-1154
COZY COTTAGE
SIDNEY - $82,000 
Just two blocks from 
Beacon Ave. close to shops 
and other amenities, this 
two bedroom cottage has 
great potential including a 




NEAR VAN ISLE 
Situated across from the 
waterfront makes this an 
ideal location for boaters 
and fishermen. Spacious 
living room and dining 
room, large kitchen with 
-adjoining utility room,. 
?, three bedrooms on the main 
i level. Fourth bedroom and 
' t recreation room down. Lots 
‘i of workshop and storage 







, DEAN PARK CHARM 
$199,500 3 B.R. Great 
home with plenty of extras. 











Clean 2 bedroom home on 




3 bdrm. (master ensuite) 
full basement home. L 
shaped living room and 
dining room with floor to 
ceiling slate fireplace. 
Basement has family room 
with a brick fireplace and 
rec room is partially 
developed. Close to 
elementary school. MLS. 
Asking $109,500.
DUPLEX
No step duplex with 2 
bdrms each side. Extra 
insulation. Plumbing and 
wiring updated. Brand new 
roof. Asking $116,000.00.
RENOVATED 
3 bedroom full basement 
home in Sidney on extra 
wide lot. Freshly decorated. 
New carpets, lino and new 
kitchen cupboards make 
this 7 year old home almost 
like new.
shaped living and dining
rooms; living room with BRAND NEW ■
brick heatilator fireplace. Quality 2 bedroom no step 
Kitchen has an abundance home with family room and 
■-Of *‘Gitatic)h’* cupboards. 3 fireplace. : Tastefully 
good size bedrooms with 5 - decorated with large rooms, 
piece main bath and 3 piece drive-in double car garage, 
ensuite. Basement is full 
and roughed in for family 
room; another bedroom, 
kitchen sitting room, 
storage room, and 3 piece 
bath with vanity. Home is 
fully insulated with ther­
mopane windows. Large 
double carport, and large 
garage which may be used 
as workshop. To view this 
EXCLUSIVE LISTING or 
for more information 
please call:
PRIME LAND 
Approximately 13.08 acres 
of fertile soil in the Pat Bay 
area, presently farmed. 
Value is in the land — good 
potential for development. 
This desirable farm has 
older 3 bedroom, no 
basement home; barn in 
sound condition; milk 
house; and other out 
buildings. The home 
features separate living and 
dining rooms each with 
fireplace; kitchen with 
eating area, two storage 
rooms, and a single car 
garage. Ample water from 
the spring with registered 
water right. Think of what 
you could do with the land! 
To view this EXCLUSIVE 







and is prepared to carry 
financing of $100,000 at 
15% on the reduced price of 
$300,000; discuss terms! 
Brand new home situated 
on approx. 5.9 acres near 
Sandowne Race Track. 
Home is nearly complete 
although the driveway 
retaining wall and sidewalks 
are to be finished. Large 
cathedral entrance to the L-
v/orking mother. 1/2 day por week, 
Deep Cove area. Own tran­
sportation. 656-1234 after 8 p.m. 
3372-25
HOUSECLEANER WANTED, 
perienced, competent, mature, 
reliable. 1/2 doy per week, modern 
home, central Sidney. Write Box 
2056, Sidney, B.C. 3363-26
RSF ENERGY is looking tor personnel
to fill voconcies for its 1981 summer 
production run. M.i.G. Welders 
{Journeymen and improvers). Most of 
these will be positions. If you hove 
previous production experience coll 
in or write Bill Towle at RSF Energy 
Ltd. P.O. Box 3637, Smithors, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0 or phono 112-847-3078. na-25
EXPERIENCED PARTS MANAGER lor
growing Vancouver Island form and 
Industrial outlet. Wages negotiable. 
Send Resume lo Box "X" Cowichon 
Leoder. Box 910. Duncan, B.C. V9L 
3Y2.no-25 
SIGN COMPANY ANTS DEALERS AND 
SALESPERSONS. Magnetic Signs, 
Indoor Flasher Signs, Plastic letters 
and display signs. 50% commission. 
Phone 112-467-1411 Box 213, Maple 
Ridge, B.C. V2X7G1.no-2S
TWO SALES PEOPLE AND A REPORTER 
for Victoria area community 
newspaper. Send resumes to: Juan 
de Fuca News, 2788 Mills!ream Road, 
Victorio, B.C. V9B 3S6.no-25 
MATURE LADY required for part/lull
lime work. Responsibilities include 
supervisory role of staff and counter 
work. Salary negotiable. Apply lo 
Brownies Fried Chicken, Brentwood 
Bay, 652-3341. 3324-25
'73 FORD COURIER PU. Good body, 
clean interior. Tested. Factory rebuilt 
motor with worranly. S2,400. 479- 
2975.________________________ ??
'73 VEGA. Good motor ond drive 
train. Good gas mileage. S600 firm. 
656-7935.^
■74 TOYOTA COROLLA, automatic, 
excellent condition. 40.000 miles. 
Offers IOS3.900. 656-4858 . 3374-25
MUST SELL, 1974 Gremlin X. 68,000 
miles. Excellent condition, $2,100. 
656-4606. 3366-25
'71 MAZDA 616 5t.000 miles, tested,
good running order. Body fair shape,
652-427 9.__________________ 3358-25
'65 SUNBEAM "TIGER" immoculote 
restoration drive train completed. 
Body trim and interior needs minor 
work. Not for loss than $12,000.00. 







Apply in person, Sea 
Breeze Cafe, 9776 - 4th. 
St. Sidney
(3368-26)
TO RENT. 16 It. soli contained trailer, 
sleeps 5. $125 weekly. 656-3226 days: 
656-2358 evenings.__________ 3240-26
PU TRUCK canopy, fits Ford 250, $150.
656-4341._________ ^_________ 3345-25
24' SCAMPER TANDEM TRAILER, 1967, 
self-contained. Includes furnace, 
three-piece bath, etc. Excellent 
shape, must be seen. $6,295. 652- 
0053. ■ 3349-25
8% FT. CAMPER with stove, oven, 
furnace, ice box and 4 new hydraulic 
jacks, louvred windows, sleeps 4. 
652-2070 or 652-3232. 3335-25
Mobile Homes
thermo windows a'nd 2 full 
bathrooms. ’Make an offer 






TRAINING NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
SCULPTURED FINGERNAILS. Extra 
income at hame or in o salon. Night 
course available. Limited seating. 
Phone days 112-463-5025. Evenings 
112-462-7774.  na-25
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available ,,




Desire to assist the elderiy a must. Previous • 
experience an asset, but training avaiiable. 
Availability for weekends and live-in also an 
asset. Working hours flexible. Apply to 9788 
2nd Street. Sidney.
(3361-25)
HARBeL holdings ltd. Mobile
homes located in parks on pads. 
Listings and Soles. We welcome all 
enquiries. Listings wonted. Wheel 
Estote. Phone collect. Lower 
Moinlond Division. 13647-tOOth 
Avenue, Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9. 112- 
585-3622; Kamloops Division. 90-180 
Seymour Street, Kamloops, B.C. V2C 
2E2. 112-372-5711. The Wheel Estate 
People. (D.L.6747. NA-if
MISCELLANEOUS CHILDREN'S clothes 
and brand new boy's ice skates. 656- 
5951 after 5:30 p.m. 3357-25
HAUL DRINKING WATER for summer 
cottage. Custom made tank. 5'x3’xl‘. 
Baffle bors and outlet top. Whot 
offers? 656-2463.3342-25 
CONTEMPORARY IMPERIAL Loyalist 
dining room suite; Zig Zag sowing 
machine: 0 cu. ft. fridge; took stereo; 
Sony cool to reel tope recorder: 12 
gol. hot wotor tank; heot exchanger 
with pomp for 20 HP engine. 656- 
1887. 3365-25
VIkInG fridge. S125; 2 mirrors,
45x23. 41x36, S25 each; 39” bed, $50; 
cedar folding closet door, 6‘4x6 , S75. 
656 2045. 687 Ardmore Drive, 3347-25 
LOG HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreak 
Construction Ltd. For brochure or 
further information contoct George 
Donovan, Box 777, 100 Milo House, 
B.C. VOK ^0. Phono 112-395-2867 
(doys) 112-397-2735 (evenings). nQ-25
CAFETERIA AND KITCHEN EQUIP­
MENT. drapes, carpet and gloss 
disploy counters all in very good 
condition. Good price phono 112-344- 
6513.no-25 
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year round, using art oluminum and 
gloss greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders. 7425 Hedley Avenue. 
Burnoby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Moil orders 
now ovoiloblo.  rto-25
ELECTRIC WIRING SUPPLIES ot
coinpotetive prices. Send us your list 
or drowlrtgs for quotation. Free 
professional advice and suggestions. 
Ship anywhere. E.T.S. Electric Shop 
Ud. 543 Powell Street. Vancouver, 
B.C. V6A 1G8. Phone 112-253-0844. 
no-25 
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS 1 
Lowest prices anyv/here on double 
glozed wood windows. Walker Door: 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714. Richmond 
112-273-7030. Now open in Kamloops 
n2-554-2058.__________ NA-tf
LEAVING TOWN! Must sell beautiful 
burgundy velvet 7’ sofa and chair. 7 
months old. Paid S2,000 asking 
SI,300. Must be seen! 652-2052 to 
view. 27
FOUND, Skylark Lone oreo, block cot 
with white nose, chest and paws, 
white Ilea collar. 656-7053 or 656- 
7737.^
LOST: Juno 20, near Saanich
Peninsula HOspitol, smoll white mole 
Maltese dog. Has pony toil on his 
head. 652-2325.3353-25 
ORANGE AND WHITE CAT lost obout 
2 weeks ogo in Sidney Resthaven 
Drive oroQ. Anyone finding im please 
phone 656-7755 botweon 8 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. Reward offered. 3355-25
FREE TO SUITABLE HOME 3 year old 
neutered Dolmotion. Loves children. 
476-1694.3354-25 
LOST: Small gold locket, with initials, 




FREE adorable kittens. Assorted 
colours. 7 weeks liiter trained. Will 
deliver. 656*1364 . 3369*25
KITTENS free 
1549.
to good homes. 656*
3348*25
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
"CHANGE OF NAME ACT"
(Section 6)
Notice ol Application 
lor Change ol Name
NOTICE is hereby given that an application will 
be made lo ihe Director ot Vila! Slatislics tor a 
change ol name, pursuant to the provisions ol 
Ihe "Change ol Name Act," by ine:--* Sheila 
Edith Stewart 'Warren ol 10012 Fifth fit in 
Sidney, B.C,. in Ihe Province ol British Colum* 
oia, as loilows —
To change my name Irom Sheila Edith Sle.wart 
Warren lo Sheila Slewarl Stewart.
Dated this 22 day ol June, A.D. 1981.
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
"CHANGE OF NAME ACT"
(Section 6)
Notice ol Application 
lot Change ol Name
' NOTICE IS hereby given inal an application will . 
be made lo the Director ol Vital Slatislics lor a 
change ol name, pursuani to the provisions ot 
the "Change ol Name Act," by me:— Mary 
Donovan ol 108*1255 Verdier Ave. m Srent* 
wood Bay, VOS 1A0, in the Province ol British 
Columbia, as loilows —
To change niy name Irom Mary Donovan to 
Mary Moilliei.




3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide*a*beds, roliaways, month to 
month.
833 Yates 383-3655
SHUSWAP LAKE - DAVE LOUDOUN 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. Presents 
WillAnnoRon Place * affordable 
retirement living subdivision at 
Canoe, B;C. Service Models on 




Wood, plastic, etc. For home, business or 
lioat. Delivered & installed. Free estimales.
Call Bari^, 479-6704.
; (3317:25)
DUE TO AN ACCIDENT earlier this 
month. Or. C.B.C. Whiteside will be 
hospitalized for some time. Provision 
has been made for continuation of his 
practice, ond regular office hours and 
emergency coverage at the Brent­
wood Medical Clinic. Dr. Whiteside 
wishes to ocknowledge with thanks, 
all cards, letters and good wishes 
received from patients and friends. 
25











Excellent building site. 




FIRST TIME BUYER? 
Given up on owning your 
first home with today’s high 
interest rates? Give BOB 
PRATF a call he just could 
have the answer for you 
. . . give him a call now. 
656-1833
r PRICE REDUCTION 
;.$i34,900 for this 3 B.R.
; home and .5 acre. Could be 
subdivided??? Future 







Beautiful area, gorgeous 
senviews, 2462 sq. ft, of 
leisurely living, Even room 
for your guests. To view 
ihi,s very desirable property 
call:
LARRY PRUDEN 









2.1W Beacon Ave, 
Sidney. B.C.
6564fKliO '656-0131
•y OWNIR' J Mrm. on S tloor net•» 
with bulWlnei «"t4 ' > f'*" wj'k
PuiobriHltioui.. t'i.Ui.# U^Tu’i'i 5!:30i 
ft a * 9 S..... , 
VAnoiiHOor aria.Iao otr*
; raniih, UO orr«t (ulilval«d. mocNn* 
' ihotl, tolyinii ituxl*. now torroli,
’ Uyi# A'luJlh'n llwi* btdriJivr* kp"'*
WtonoTU'W n3*. no-3*
JACK SWANSTON 
388-4271 or 592-6338 
J.H. WH1TTOME& CO. 
LTD.
800 FORT STREET, 
VICTORIA, B.C.
FLORIDA, I aero building lot, noor 
golf rosorls. Prestigious Pine Ridge 
Estates. Equosirlon club, adjacent 
oquestrlon trail. Tennis courts, treed. 
U.S. $12.000.652*90)4. 3367*25
TO EXCHANGE. Well-kept brick 
home In Burford, Ontario. (30 miles 




John Bruce 656-6151 
Godfrey Walls 656-4891 






2 Bathrooms, 4 bedrooms, 
Sundeck oil kitchen, office 
space downstairs, Garage 
H'/z’ X 19'. Well maintain­
ed, private bac'Kyarcl.
Call 477-5687, botwoen 8 
p.m. & 9 p.m. lor appoint- 
monttovlow.
Don't wall lor low interest 
rate lor higher price! 
P.A.O.F,
THE'CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH




A luily qualitlod F.quipmBnl 
Operator/Labourer is Tequirod, Ap* 
plicants must have valid Class 3 Driver's 
Licence with air endorsemenl. Full range 
ol Municipal benefils Applications, wlili 
relerences will bo received uniil Juno 26, 




18' FG CRESTIINER soft top, sloopor 
soots, 120 HP Chryslor OB. Trailor. 
Asking $4,300. 652*5693. 3338*25
1975 CALGLASS with 1977 85 HP 
Merc, Full canvas top, sleeper seats, 
depth sounder and compus, EZ Load
Troiler, 381 *3082.________ 3359*25
14 FT PLYWOOD/FIBREGLASS with 
windshield, hull lined in styrofoam, 
refinlshod with Interlux rod/whllo 
trim. 1/2 cabin can bo oddod. Boat 
and trailer, $400 or sell seporalo. 
598*6619. 3340*25
BOATBUILDING and niorino 
spocialUIng In assistance lo Iho homo 
hulldor and custom dinghy building, 
tloclrkal, Inslrumonts instnilod, 
iiuirv.ork, Reosonoblo rotos Ror-co 




Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size, 24 oz, 75c sq, ft.: 32 oz, $1.25: 
3/16 $1.50: '/." plate, $1,75. Bronze 
lint, 24 oz. $1.00: 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 * 4th St. Sidney, Open Mon. *
. Fri, 12:30 * 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. * 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday. 656* 
6656. • If
FIREWOODS cut lo order. Cedar 
posts, and roils. Select tree lolling. 
65 f^421 3^:  325a*lf
G.E. FRIDGE, approx, 13 cu. ft. while. 
Like now condition, 10 years old. 
Little used. $230. 479-2492. ' 25
WExT SOFTEN liacd wok*''
problems without sail or chomicols. 
No plumbing required. Froo water 
testing. Call or, write Magnaloch 
Industries, R.R, 3, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
VOE 210. Phono 112*832*2679. Dealer 
opplkntlonr, invilod. na-25
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR
BANQUET ROORU '
for Weddings and Private Par­
ties, Food and refreshments 
arranged to your budget. Con­





THE CITYOF WETASKIWIN Is 
celebrating its 75th anniversary as o 
city July 17 • 19. All former residents 
are invited to write 75th Anniversary 
Committee, Ci^/ Hall. Wetaskiwin, 
Alto. _____
ANNUAL STRAWBERRY TEA/Elk Loke' 
Baptist Church, 5363 Pat Boy High­
way, Saturday June 27. 2 p.m. - 4:30 
p.m. Tea served' with ^ biscuits, : 
strawberries and creom. Stalls of 
homeboking, gifts ond plants. 24
V.l. REGIONAL LIBRARY presents 
"The Saga of Bigfoot: by tho 
Canadian Folk Puppets. Wednesday, 
July 8 at 2:30 p.m. Sidney Elementary 
Gym. Admission free. Suitable for all 
ages. 25
VEGETARIAN POTLUCK PICNIC by 
V.l. Vegetarian Assoc. Sunday, June 
28, 12:30 - 6 p.m. at Eagle Park 
Beach, Elk Lake. Please bring food to 




2481 Boacon 666*3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
NO SI 1.1* BUNGALOW
3 bedrooms, living room, 
dining room, kiielicn imd 
laundry all on one floor, .1 
short blocks from shop­
ping. $1 IS,(WO,
VIEW LO r
V} acre on Salt Spring 
Island, near ferry. $44,900.
ROOM ANO BOARD t«qulr»d for 
Sdonikl vHIIIng Irm Chlnti lor o ti>w 
moolh», I'Ucivn roll loxlltiilo of 
Ociinn ScIbpcbj, 656*H:I29 httlwunn 8 
a m, nmf 4 p.m. w««kdny* 3290 25
OUIET WORKING COUPLE, (,m« o 
piolniHlonnl unrifwiBr, wlllirtfl to ifo 
(jnnhmlng wit. for ronLiancibl# rttol.
656 61 111. oik for DubItjB,___,,arJW;^25
WANtibi i hmirriom npaitmwnt or 
willing to »hoi« with lemala, 5lcln»v 
or,Id, oii 1060 a» po»«lbl«, Contoct: 
l»hy, 656-2233, ....... , ......'Hl'.”
EXPERIENCED PAINTER. Inlorlor or 
nxiorlor, $7 por hour, or $6 on 
hour to Old Ago I’onslonori, 656* 
13.58. 3364*25
STUDENT~'wOULD iTkii To To
hoiHowork. bobysltllnn or ynrrl 
work, Sidnoy oroo. Vory roo*onot)lo, , 
656*4050. 3339 25
ROTOVftTING”
For Qstabiishod gardens- Small 






Gardening, lofolilling; manuro, 
lawncarii, painting, lioiisoliold 
repairs, light hauling, fencing, 
carport, conversions. No job 





U-Fick alrawberries, every Wednesday and 
Satuidiiy, Also iiv-iilablo, tomaioes, hanginq 
b.iskets, nouo pi,ants. Open dally, B ,i.m, - 6 
pm




FOLKFEST and the InlorCullural 
Village Juno 29 to July 5, Cenlonninl 





Mercury & Mercruiser 
Dealer in Sidney
at thfi foot of Beacon Avo.
656-3221
Factory Certified Mechanics
STLLIY'S SENIOR GIRL$ BASKETBALL 
TEAM Ir. having o gorogo solo 
Solurdny, Juno '27 In Slolly’s School 
Porking lot Irom 10 ci.m. lo 4 p.m. 25 
1/42 I’HOsT.R road, vin'(TnUnson 
oil Slolly's X Rd, Now flroplnco, ' 
douhio bod, colloo (able, Iroodio 
Slnt|or sowing mnthino, various 
housoholil Homs Friday and 
Snlurdny ,hm«26 '27 only, lOo rn, -3 
p.m,_________ ....... .........
Juno '2(lilv, 10 a m, ■ 4 p.m. Also for 
'.otii, ISO gallon oil lank svilh slomi,
................. ......
IUOOAoVrrTwoT
and i-hildf on's tiolhing, kitchiin 
uinnslls, ll(|hllnf| fixiutos and 
mkrollnnoous Snluidoy, Juno 27, 
9,30 . :i 30 p m. 2384 Orchard 
•Svoruio ’,1346 35
cT MARINE SUmiES X
MOST PHASES ol ganiunliig ond 
landscaping. Also gnrdoa iloslgn 
CnII Choilo* Voutrln, 652i.1595 oftisr 5
p,m. If
nunOAOE, GAnilAOC HAUI.ED, Udan
mnni uitd clutinup jabs. Plmnn fi!i2'403'j
:T7.H
FGR UF.NT
3 llcdroorn duplex in 
Sidney.
KulJcobM-n (iSfi-lZST
LAAOe ) IIOKOOM, 2 liufhroarn
I'mr..,., lo
Vfllog*. CosNirtd cnrporl ond sun* 
ct»tk. 4 oppllmscoi. 2023 Sundold 
Croi. __ _______ 3350.25
It,, livMigiuuMu ufiiing«uuiM, t,,t,.|,,,,,,
2 bdrml. ond 4 p<* on moirt, R.l. 3rd 
b*d., both isnd family room dowri 
Corporf, d»ck, oiilro poiking, f»nc*d 
yard In tul do s«. Ck.i# to sdn.ul. 
%r rt(l»»n'l('iintr«orvdslOf«i Ollori
on I112,000. 65l$363fl. 3351 25






BEACON AVENUE ollii'o* Inr real. 
},k«* Ip mill. 656 17',?4 or /I'l/i 0151 
577625
SIDNEY eHOrlSIlOMAl huilrilna 
filllto spar# (or rtsrif. Heuinriobl#, 
suit misrikfil, (kcnunlont Iriwyisr, «ie.
lTi,iui*w i-,.!l 6JkjJ, 7/
SHARiri ACCOMMODATION, famtiy 
homo hos on *«lfa bttihroom,
Iwiduxini ond lovfcitid reir spni'6 S250 






•Again availrtblo lor Sidney 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
loasonahle puces,
Also oxcollont crows 
available lor larger jobs, 
B56-2210
AND ACCESSORIES









2451 REACON AVE;. 
6564412
ATCO MOBILE CAMP with 10 In* 
dividuol rooms, showors, washroom, 
ond lollnl. kliKjl lor work camp, 
youlh comp, rhutch camps, etc, 5ko 
30 » 50 in .3'10 X 50 soepons. Will 
nrtnpl Inks modol pickup, Ircivol 
trailnr, or ngiiipmnnl on Trade. CnII C 
« 0 !i(irvli:o« Ud. Terrace lt2.M5 
6124, Dealer licon'ce 5731, no 26
SERvici 'sTaTioT io ’seol..co’le,
prnpnno soles, hrtme water 
dulivory on lout lots * Alllti B.C 
fTnnncIng nvullohle, $130,000,00. 
Phone 112.651.7636. , no.2S
*UCTRONIc'"'“’'"SPA'a’'“...OAMCS
HVISINISS. Require »'J,600 00. 
minimum Invoslinetii. Recoup in '20 
weeks. Inlormritlnn phnne II'J-'T'/I- 
0230 or write Hnnnn tnlerprisas. 4290 
Park or Slreei, Rurnnhy, O.C. V5C 
3C3, na*25
WANTEDi OuoHImd singing 





7174A W«Bl Saimloh lid. 
Rrentwood D*y. R.C. 
4924512
luiini Willi lliti iii'sl ,'il ihf f'liiiin.wlit «l,iifli!',l 
l.ii:ililv ksJiuiTimi ii'i 111,irk, rtq.w, qiiititr iinrt 
ii i iiiiii,iii I snn CopsUnil Music Csitlrs tl(i
TPIAMSLATION
Cnghsli-Frimcr, ru f'tont.h (;fit|lif,h, Very








MUSIC, (lotrnerly The Fnglish Me»ic 
‘.liidia) fpt unique learning nv 
fMumnee .((ill Cii) or Aimer ol 656.
//•IV .PI I'.'ll'. ll
1972 KENWORIH J50 Cummins 15 
speed Dump 15 yard l*>x. New liox 
BverylhinB n*w hut the rodintoi, 
Irtsriimissian, J/tiior nverhauled, 15 
speed, you nauie u, $2tl,>7lX),00, 
Ph.*,(p* it7 OM s'.zq
ma‘os'cycii
mi KAWAIAKI KTiW, 16,000 km. 
I•l.«ll«ul (undplipn, same esiros. 
M,.us.,n t*»n 4,'>3 TWO ' 75
COMMUNITY COUN»f.ltlHG C.INTRI;
(lotmetly Saanich f'enlnsulo 
Guidance Aispciallon), Services Inr 
Ihe lomily, individual, marriage ond 
lomlly (ouniftlling, 656'I247, 9813* 
Tilth Sireel, Sldniijr, i(
'fOUIlC. lAD’f uiimH ItuMspi.i mPun 
Irfim Saonirhton lo Corey Rood 
immpui Slatting July 6, VJlil ihme
Tiow"'’To'.iuCCllDTi''ljsB"'’ym7r
niiluKil onntgy t yUeS, I'eisenulliwiJ, 
rellnltle, 60 day lllo Rhythm Chofl. 
Only IP 95 Money bark guoriintee, 
5end rmme mkfress ond hlrthdale to, 
(liCigiciph Dept, 4, flu.s fl05V6, Our* 
nnhy VSH 3V0 no 25
VICTORIA $OCIETY ot Artists will 
prosenl an exhibition ol framed 
pointings In oils, acrylics, water* 
(ohours arid pastels, Harbor Square 
Mall, 900 Government St, July 6-11 
inclusive during_^hop(£ng hours.__K
lAUiLSI llo you gnjoy singing/ ll to, why nol 
join us on Monday ovnnlngs, 7:46 p.m, 
Matoiilc Hall, (ioinoi 4iti init Ml, Bakor,
I Sidnay. No iiidllioni, not nnctiisary to road 
music Conlaci Mirgaiat Ohipaihli. 
658.5397 or Ann Unit, 556*4951 lor hiilhnt 
mloimalion. H
LA lECHE LEAGUE ol Soonich 
Peninsula monthly lueetlnq, fl p.m. 
July ?, I03II5 Paliiclis Placn, Sidney, 
65115753, •' 29
SENIORS (60 Ol m<tri.i)Niiw loSIdnny? 
Hunt know anyune? lire Silver 
llumiifii relUre nlfen, clruims nr, 
tivilins imtl 0 warm wnh nine Drop In
10 UiOrKi Resihn'/en or rnll us nl 656*
5s:u,_.................................................__jl
IE YOU ARE welghl'wlso. come and 
join n trirmdiy omup Irnin 10 a m, in
11 o.m, (T.O.P.S.) Monday morning
ot St, Pouli Church, '2410 Molavlow 
Ave. Sidney. Info 656 2654 or 656. 
3891. 76
—• ",7*”";;"' 
rnpling reglultallnn tor July and 
August (lassos lu dance, yrjgn, fl). 
ness, nqurillcs, pm and post nnlol 
ond , youlh programs, Also some 
spaces left In Camp Thunderhlrd, 
Camp Hummlnghlrd Doy Camp, Aqua 
Trek, Wilderness Experience nrtd 
Urban Cowkids Day Camp, Irdo. coll
lh»Y3n6.75n. ..................25
vIctori'a''ymI vwfiA''
floss In exth(ir<ge for volunteering In 
thwu hubysllllug depoHmenl for 
mio toll til* Y, Babysllllrig OepoH* 
merit, 3Wi.7511. 25
jui.y I, Vltinrln legnl Secretaries' 
Assoc, dinner, CrKktnIls 5 pin.
ninnm 6 ri lY. I.nqfnfiai.a PnHewev
Motel, 2915 Oaugins Street, 
Restryoilnns before July 9, Judy 
Keollri^^ 3flB 5421 nr 38 2 8067. g»
HirArTir»''NU?iTrON71iecl'^^^^^^
Hi:.,ussi,..,l, I {i,,!uy . .Ju!ut 7/,., 7 .iyi pm
Panmcima lelsuie Cenlie, Sidney, 
NpPC1uk_ ...........
wVNDioi'?AmrA«TTi'ui"^
display end see el members peln- 
Slept rtS HllltIfleMell, July 13 Sn II. 21







'riial's rifilil. just call
656-1151
loilav and otir a(i> rrlisiii^ r(‘|)r(‘- 
s«‘iitaliM' vtiil iiilrodtict' yiii lo llic 












You can place your classified ad in 74 newspapers throughout B.C. 
and the Yukon. Circulation 350.000





PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
Use this lornvto send your ad to
The Sidney TVeview
Regular 20 words (01‘3”
With this coupon (t prepayment -
20™..»’2"V
Category 
ntiiiiiitmiii vtoKiN 4 for S&C
Namo ....... .... . . .
Maii to tha Sidney R«vlow
P,0. Box 2070, Slctnoy VUL m 





































9807 - Sth STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
AJAK HOME and 
! OFFICE CLEANERS
Wlndctwb - Iloors Cnrpitls 




























FREE IN HOUSE 
ESTIMATES








"I'l'oni Kstiniait- to 
Install.ition - 
Throe Weeks!"




SFor your electrical consiruciion, adtii 






OoL'rrmru'nf (vrriht’d ffcfini 
cian Ti'ffh .'35 i/rnrs t’.vpcnrnrc 









Kewiririrr. elt'CTirt liir.itini'j u-- 
palrs. npiilldiKr* connt.'clltyns







9240 Canora Rd. 
656-5352
UNIQUE
Tl'rrt only wny ti5 pk'fifi yonr 
(;lfii)f)ili«d ;ir1 in 7 A newfipripHts 
IhrrHKiHoul tl C » Ihn Yukon, 




liulllsiri.ll - l\t.'S|ilr-|IIMl 
I 'irimiuTi, i;il W'liiin! 









tk FLOOR I ILL
r-mlfi., Iri'.irtllnnuiis,
Mobili’ SlinviTKiim













2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - Fri. 7-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
DENCH
EXCA\ A I'LNG LTD.f
j • IIACKIIOK n CiRK 
I o ot r H'tiRiii 
1 ® rKi'CKiA't;














Trucking, FIxeavating and| 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
r Poison'sExcavating
I&c Tractor Service Ltd.
• h.TCklllH> SlTViCI'
I
















liourv.iliriil, Irivmiirru liiriiltiCiifn 
prup.valirin I rrrnl irtti) NwrItii
656-C573
Backhoe Work, Trucklnfl
BACK FIll.ING ■ lOADINCi 
SEPTIC TANKS 
riLTCR ntoa 
FitWI B STORM ORAIND 
w*tfr riNFS





















Kesuieniial. Eomnieivial aiul 
('.olf (.loui-M* Caiiistnit lion.






UlCSEL AND liAS 
CUimplde Instatlalinn.'^
Kebuildingexh.'iiJst systems. Forple- 








jj, Fictory Aulhorlud Servl-Canlro 
SeVINRUDE & JOHNSON OUTBOARDS| 
MERCRUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNORIVES 
Also Service lor
HONDA & SEAGULL OUTBOARDS
Mon. - Sal
8:00 a m. - 5,00 p m.




























McDonold Pork Rd. 
Sidney
656-0711










Service Residential - 
Con»mercial
"lil^ 111
wc iVill llo thoiii oil.






















Furnaces, fireplaces, duel 







Quality Work - Froe Estimataa
Finishing Carpentry. Renovations. 




e 22 ve.'irs plumbinir 
e-xperience in B.C’..
® Sirecial rales tin 
IKMisioners 
• New homes 












! Repairs lo Lawnmowors, 
Chainsaws. Motorcycles, etc.:





New Construction. Renovations 
Repair Work






:-nr all yrriir rnnlinH needs. 
Sliiikes, Sliinides, Tar 




6485 OLDFIELD BO , R.R. «3 
VICTORIA. B.C., V8X 3X1 ;
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL 
: -Heal Pumps -Air Conditioning
Phone ; JAY BULL 
652-1786 or 388-5464 
(res.) ' pg. #447
REPAIRS




Mnrlne, Auto ft Safety Ola» 












Don’t bo fllnapiKiiniefi!., 











7177 W. Saanich Rd.
mumi
ll Makers of lino 
Wood Stoves A 






"You don't havo 
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COMMENCING JULY Srd, 
WILL BE ‘*^1^ ’5i3 ''^li’"/'■v-.jf i'A;''-T.'jli' " I II S 41'.j* --'v«? Tkii^X/7 i(>»v^i’
THE FOLLOWING STORES
TO SERVE YOU.,4v»\ : U\'-\ ‘/n A/i' 'Ax-f;'rjf -'iw U'i
WATCH COMING EDITIONS FOR THE MANY UPCOMING "FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS"
Alisa’s Fine Fabrics
1 He. 201-2405 Beacon, Upper ^all, Town Square 656-5831
Inglenook look Store
2417 Beacon Ave. 656-7422
Sidney Bakery Ltd. 1
2507 Beacon Ave. 656-1012 I
1 Ail lay iarina Ltd.
2238C Haihonr Rd. 656-0153
Island Furniture Mart Ltd.
2513 Beacon Ave. 656-3724
Sidney Art 1
2505 Beacon Ave. 656-4812 |
Sidney Bargain House
2372 Beacon Ave. 656-3621
I.C.’s Playtime Clothing
2475B Beacon Ave. 656-2455
Sidney Floral Gallery




Jumping iouse Children’s Books
j 2456 Beacon Ave. 656-3144
Sidney Husic
2495 Beacon Ave. 656-4818 1
Aquatii! Pet lliop Lift.
(OPEN UHTSL 8 P.M.)
2337 Boacon A¥@., Beacon Plaza Mail 856-3314
iysy i@@ 0ii@ Hoiir Or^ £leay@rs
2349 Beacon Ave. 658-2544
|ys-iit@
Photos
2401 Beacon Ave. 656-6613
Sidiiey Natural Foods
2354 Beacon Ave. 656-4834
lidiiev News ^ Variety
2449 Beacon Ave. 656-2345
2446 Beacon Ave. 656-1333'
2488 Beacon Ave. 650-3921
2520 Beacon Ave. 656-3221
Oat’s Whiskers Ladies Fashions
2493 Beacon 656-3342




2561 Beacon Ave. Sidney
BEACON PLAZA MftlL
2321 Beacon Ave. 656-4822 1 2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
Classic Drapes ’N Shades
2387 Beacon Ave." 656-7333
Bookstore Ltd.
2498 Beacon Ave. 656-3515
Suntime Yacht Shop
2449 Beacon Ave. 656-2434
2451 Beacon Ave. 656-4412
T-Shirts Unlimited
BOdCOtl PIbZB MbII open until S p.in.
Denim Disco (1079)
2437 Beacon Ave. 656-6933 fi
Georgette’s Fabrics A Crafts




2424 Beacon Ave. 656-3714
Town Square Shoes




656-1512 204-2405 Beacon Ave. 656-2233
Tudor House Gift Shoppe
2474 Beacon Ave. 656-3232
The Village Gallery Ltd.
2459 Beacon Ave. 656-3633
2485 Beacon Ave. 656-4393
Sidney Electronics
DEALERS FOR RADIO SHACK * PANASONIC
2496 Beacon Ave. 656-5771
VALUABLEI
COUPON FOR
2405 Beacon Ave. 656-4711
Rimpac Divers (1981) Ltd.
9818 sth St 656-6313
i'*';:;? .Sihl' l!'''/ fk* : ‘ ‘ >'t ^ Jf'ff If
Houlahan’s Wool Boutique I Robinson Stores
UpperMatl TownSquare I 2313 Beacon Ave. 656-4414
ll .k'fl'tf
ON PANASONIC
i >1^ ^ '»H Ji''1 * ! k f 11 ' I ‘ t, t
■«*,. Hi h;, H,: A' i;* H,,.. M.v Ml (NE 57;)0)
VALUE‘599.05
Brinfj yo\ir Coupon to Any of tho 
Participating Businossos in th'sad.
DRAW TO BE MADE 
FRIDAY NKSHT AUO. 29/81
The Holly Tree Casuals Ltd.
2354 Beacon Ave. 656*5212




656-1131 I Beacon Plaza Mall
Canada Safeway
Sidney
NAME
ADDRESS
f'MDNE
No purchar.e necessary
^tiwitP 1^20
